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1.0 Introduction

Three single crystal faceplates were to be integrated into
Cathode Ray Tube (CRT) envelopes with the intent of evaluating
the light output from Ce:YAG (Green), modified Ce:Gd,YAG

- (Orange), Ce:BEL (Blue). These CRT's were to be mounted in the
projection test bed developed under Contract N61339-90-C-0047 and
furnished G.F.P. to Trident International, Inc. for use and
delivery during this contract.

Three 3 inch diameter Ce:YAG faceplates were supplied as GFP
from previous contract N61339-90-C-0047. One of these three was
to be used for construction of a CRT, the remaining two were to
be used for coating tests. During the processing of the CRT's
one of the crystals was destroyed. The other two single crystal
faceplates were incorporated in test CRT's. An additional
Ce:Gd,YAG (Red shifted green) faceplate of 1.5 inches diameter
and two Ce:BEL (Blue) crystals of 0.75 inch diameter were
obtained from Allied Signal, Inc. by Trident.

Investigations were made to provide optimum optical coupling
of the CRT light output into a projection lens. Index matching
heat dissipation fluids were used. A wide angle lens was
selected and supplied by the contractor. Filtering of the light
output of the Ce:YAG, Ce:Gd,YAG and Ce:BEL faceplates was
investigated for use in producing green, red and blue light
outputs suitable for a full color video projector.

The green (Ce:YAG) and the red shifted (Ce:GdYAG) single

crystal CRTs were tested, evaluated and demonstrated in the high
performance video projection test bed developed under contract
N61339-90-C-0047. The blue (Ce:BEL) crystal was not incorporated
into a CRT successfully, but tests were performed on them
(Ce:BEL) in a demountable vacuum chamber and with an ultraviolet
laser to indicate efficiency (lumens/watt) and color spectrum
emission. The projection testbed will be delivered with one
green (Ce:YAG) 3" CRT installed.
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N61339-91-C-0052I
3 2.0 Background

Under contract 61339-90-C-0047 an evaluation of single
crystal faceplate performance when mounted (integrated) on a
cathode ray tube was completed.

Delays in the assembly of the CRTs were encountered;
however, initial test results were sufficiently encouraging to
warrant proceeding with and evaluating equivalent red and blue
faceplates with the goal of generating a full color projected
picture. The data obtained was to establish the feasibility of
producing a high brightness, long life video projection system
for government simulator applications.

The construction of two 3" diameter green (Ce:YAG) CRT's by
Hughes Display Products allowed Trident to perform tests on these
units under various conditions. Early in the test program
cooling was deemed necessary to produce the brightness goals
desired. A liquid cooling chamber was designed and adapted tothe CRT.

Problems with sealing the SCFP's to the glass proved to be
troublesome and were not solved with the Ce:BEL (Blue) crystal
material.

Ce:YAG was modified to red shift its spectral luminescence
in the form of a 1.5" CRT. The test bed projector was used to
evaluate these CRT's.
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3.0 Objectives

3.1 Fabrication of red and blue single crystal faceplate
cathode ray tubes.

3.2 To evaluate interference coatings to improve optical
transmission and anti-reflection capabilities.

1 3.3 To test filters to shift and utilize the desired
spectral output of the crystal faceplates to produce color

m images.

3.4 To test light output and resolution obtainable from
projection test bed developed under Contract 61339-90-C-0047.

3.5 To deliver test bed and remaining CRTs.
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4.0 Manufacturing Attempts and Test of Ce:BEL (Blue)

Three Ce:BEL crystal faceplates were made by Allied Signal
Corp. for Trident International, Inc. in small 3/4" diameter x
.1i, thickness. Two Ce:BEL crystals were delivered to Hughes
Display Products to assemble in a working CRT for testing by
Trident. On 15 June 93 Trident was notified that the first CRT
utilizing the Ce:BEL faceplate had failed. It is very difficult
to frit seal the small (3/4") Ce:BEL crystal to the larger glass
bulb and appears to be impractical. The fractured pieces were
mailed to Trident for evaluation. Trident utilized a 2 watt
argon laser to perform tests on the fractured Ce:BEL crystal
pieces to determine the color temperature and destructibility of
the material. Although the laser was capable of reaching very
high spot power densities, no noticeable change occurred in the
crystal. The color of the light output on the chromatic scale
was X=.150, Y=.130. Allied Signal Corp. agreed to deliver
Trident one remaining Ce:BEL crystal. It was then decided,
because the power density of the laser in comparison with

electron beam power could not be readily correlated, to ask
Thomas Electronics, Inc. to mount the crystal in their
demountable vacuum chamber for testing.

Mr. Thomas St. John and Mr. A. R. Tucker of Trident
International, Inc. traveled to Thomas Electronics' facility in
Wayne, NJ to run the tests. Thomas Electronics was very
cooperative and aluminized the Ce:BEL crystal and placed it in
the chamber. Testing revealed the crystal in the vacuum could
not dissipate the heat and rapid thermal saturation became
immediately apparent. The crystal was allowed to cool for 80
minutes and retested in short current applications allowing the
Ce:BEL to cool between measurements. The results indicate that
the high temperatures reached in the first attempt did no damageto the crystal.

The test set-up at Thomas was capable of 28 kv @ .600 ma.
The crystal had to be held by two clips in the vacuum chamber
which apparently caused asymmetrical heat conduction. The
crystal broke during a power application of 28 kv @ .450 ma. It
was noted that the aluminization was being precipitated off the
crystal at those power levels and temperatures. Light outputs
projected by Allied Signal, Inc. of up to 1.2 lumens per watt
could not be verified.

It has not been determined if the Ce:BEL is the desired
chemical composition to produce the optimum blue faceplate at
this time. It has not been determined if the CE:BEL can be grown
in large enough crystals to be useful or if the structure is
stable enough to withsti.id the mechanical and thermal stresses.
The expansion coefficient of Ce:BEL (blue) crystal has not been
measured adequately and attempts to seal with gradient frit-to-3 mglass techniques have not been successful to date.

I 4
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Several attempts have been made to frit seal bond the Ce:BEL
(Blue) faceplate onto a ceramic ring which is itself bonded to
the glass bulb. On each occasion an apparent expansion rate
mismatch occurs between the Ce:BEL faceplate and the ceramic
ring.

In order to accelerate the Ce:BEL SCFP evaluation we
attempted to replace the frit seal area with a vacuum grade epoxy
(Torr Seal epoxy made by Varian Company). The advantage of using
this epoxy is that it removes the expansion rate mismatch
differentials by joining at room temperature, not 450 degrees C.
This material is used for vacuum applications at 10% Torr and
below. It is bakeable to 150 degrees C and has a dielectric
strength compatible to the frit it replaces. The expansion rate
of the Torr Seal epoxy is significantly different from the
expansion rate of the Ce:BEL faceplate and ceramic ring; but,
joining and operation of these parts at room temperature
eliminates the development of thermally induced expansion
stresses. The remaining Ce:BEL: crystal fractured before this
seal could be tried. No successful blue (Ce:BEL) CRT was made.I
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5.0 Tests of Blue Single Crystal Faceplates

The cathodoluminescence of Ce:BEL was characterized in a
thin wafer of a Czochralski boule prepared from a melt of 0.5%
cerium content. Ce:BEL proved to be an excellent blue phosphor
with a peak fluorescence at 485 nm and a fluorescence bandwidth
of 80 nm (Fig. #1). Thus, there is significant light energy at
the extremely blue wavelength, 445 nm. The measured
cathodoluminescent efficiency of the available crystal was 0.1
lumen/watt, weighted according to the C.I.E. photoptic curve. It
was found that annealing at 1150 degrees C in a reducing
atmosphere of 10% hydrogen in argon doubles the efficiency of
Ce:BEL to 0.2 lumens/watt (Fig. #2). Annealing also changes the
appearance of the crystals from an orange color to transparent.
It was also found that the light output of Ce:BEL does not
saturate up to an electron beam power of 19 watt/cm squared if
adequately cooled.

m Mass spectroscopy of the CE:BEL crystal revealed a cerium
content of 3.9 x 10 to the eighteenth power atoms/cc, as compared
with 23 x 10 to the eighteenth power atoms/cc for YAG. If cerium
content of CE:BEL can be increased to the level of cerium in YAG,
this six-fold increase in concentration could increase the C.I.E.
weighted efficiency of CE:BEL to 1.2 lumens/watt. Since the
refractive indices of CE:BEL are about the same value as therefractive index of YAG, reticulation or stippling should yield
an increase in external efficiency.

Attempts to incorporate Ce:BEL (Blue) .75" crystals failed
by cracking during bakeout or shortly thereafter. No successful
blue CRT has been constructed. Blue (CE:BEL) crystal fragments
were placed in a vacuum demountable chamber at Thomas
Electronics, Inc. and tested. The light output was an excellent
blue (420 nm), but because the crystal could not be cooled in the
vacuum chamber, saturation was rapidly reached. By pulsing the
current and ellowing the crystal to cool between tests additional
data was obtained (See Figs. #3, 4 and 5).

Methods of matching the CE:BEL crystals' expansion
coefficient with the frit seal to a glass envelope or possibly a
metal to glass seal need to be tried. Ce:BEL (blue) efficiencies
indicated by Allied Signal, Inc.s' study for Trident
International, Inc. dated Feb. 1992,), Enclosure #12.1) indicate
up to 1.2 lumens per watt are possible. Other blue generating
phosphors need to be tested to fully evaluate their
possibilities.
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"3 CE: BEL

* EPITAXIAL CRYSTAL TESTS
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6.0 Tests of Red Single Crystal Faceplates

The fluorescent spectrum of cerium in single crystal
faceplates may be shifted toward the red from the green by
incorporating gadolinium and grown to Ce:(YGd) on YAG. The
spectral peak is approximately 50 um toward the red (580 um)
compared to 535 um of green Ce:YAG. LIght output at the desired
red peak of 650 um is 31% of the spectral peak compared to 19%
for Ce:YAG. Using absorption filters such as Schott OG 570 (See
Fig. #6) will produce adequate red energy to generate the 29% of
total energy of white to produce a white image. A 1.5" SCFP CRT
was manufactured by Hughes Display Products from crystals
furnished by Trident International, Inc. grown by Allied Signal,
Inc. This CRT was tested by Trident International, Inc. The
test results as shown in Figs. #V, 8 and 9). The CRT failed
during tests, but sufficient data was obtained to determine its
relative efficiency and color spectrum. The failure was not
related to the crystal composition and the CRT construction
techniques developed in 3" green Ce:YAG faceplates and
successfully integrated onto a CRT will be used in further
manufacturing.I

mldloe%, Orange and Red Sharp Cut-Off Glass Filters

Correction

S,:hott Glass AX Factor PRODUCT

Type AT (t;t.') NUMBER

GG 400 0.07 0.91 03 FCG 057

.99 T/ GG 420 0.07 0.91 03 FCG 059
U u GG 435 0.07 0.91 03 FCG 061

0 GG 455 0.08 0.915 03 FCG 063
< .9 GG 475 0.09 0.915 03 FCG 065

S70
0G 495 0.10 0.915 03 FCG 067

< OG 515 0.11 0.915 03 FCG 083

SOG 530 0.12 0.915 03 FCG 085
io, OG 550 0.13 0.915 03 FCG 087

0 10W 30 . OG 570 0.14 0.915 03 FCG 089

mWAVE4ENGTH IN NANOMETERS OG 590 0. 15i 0.915 03 FCG 098
RG 610 0.16 0.915 03 FCG 101

RG 630 0.17 0.915 03 FCG 103
RG 645 0.17 0.915 03 FCG 105

RG 665 0.17 0.915 03 FCG 107

AX is the temperature coefficient of half-power point position shift, in nm'
AT *C. See text.

m Figure #6

I!1
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I
I Red Shifted Ce:YGd,YAG 1.5" Single Crystal Faceplate CRT

#11-114-2-1 Test Date 17 August 19923 Raster Size .6417 sq in (.9055" X .7087")
Aluminized, Non-Reticulated

U
High Volt Beam "I" Light Output Power Lumens L/W Coolant
(KV) (ma) (fl) (W) Temp O/F

30.28 .048 269 1.45 1.1987 .82 7830.34 .051 304 1.547 1.3547 .87 7830.34 .055 359 1.67 1.6 .96 78
30.35 .062 465 1.88 2.0 1.1 7830.36 .085 786 2.58 3.5 1.36 7830.36 .124 1294 3.76 5.76 1.53 7830.37 .193 2190 5.86 9.76 1.66 7830.38 .301 3540 9.14 15.77 1.72 7830.38 .445 5310 13.5 23.66 1.75 7830.39 .408 4980 12.4 22.2 1.79 7830.42 .503 6170 15.32 27.5 1.79 79
30.42 .557 6780 16.97 30.16 1.78 7930.43 .685 8050 20.95 35.9 1.71 8130.43 .754 8700 12.00 38.77 1.68 82"30.44 .142 1600 4.30 7.13 1.65 82
30.47 .700 8200 21.00 36.54 1.74 83
30.46 1.08 11240 30.46 50. 1.64 83

Figure 9

11
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7.0 Test Results of Deliverable Monochrome Projector (Green)

The raster lire width measurement was measured by projecting
on a screen. The green (CE:YAG) SCFP projector had an HD6 (U.S.
Precision, Inc.) wide angle lens installed and a square image
projected. The image size on the SCFP CRT was 1.626" square.
The projected image was 28.625".

28.625"
1.626" = 17.6 X magnification

The line width at various beam currents and high voltages were
measured. Faceplate brightness was taken using a Tektronix
luminous probe J6523 1 degree spot brightness meter. The CRT
brightness was measured through the lens looking at the CRT.
This measurement does include all the losses of the lens, X-ray
glass, fluid and YAG faceplate. Measurements were then taken at
the screen. A standard magnesium flashed block was used at the
screen surface to measure foot lamberts. The test results are
shown in Figs. 10 through 13. Considerable crystal edge
illumination was noted and also there was noticeable halation on
the highlights. The test setup did not have liquid coupling to
the lens but did have fluid to the X-ray window. The lens was
coated for first surface reflections, but the X-ray window was
not.

The graphs in Figures 10 and 11 were derived from data shown
on Page 17, Figures 12 and 13. The test results shown by Figure
12 were run to measure spot (line width) growth at constant power
with high voltage change. The line width decreased from .0046"
to .0034" with high voltage increase from 20 kv to 30 kv
indicating improved resolution possible with higher anode
voltages. The line width measurements were taken by projecting
the image on a screen to enable the individual scan lines to be
observed. A micrometer was used to measure from skirt to skirt.
Several lines were measured in the center of the image. This
method will give larger line width readings than those normally
quoted when a slit scanner is used. Measurements shown in Figure
13 were an attempt to verify losses through the optical system.
Discrepancies occur because of the poor measurement ability in
taking the faceplate brightness through the projection optics.
The Tektronix one (1) degree spot brightness probe's subtense is
not accurate under these conditions, but the screen measurements
are correct.

Example pertaining to data in Figure 13:
The transmission should be as follows:

(HD6 lens .91)(X-ray glass .894)(Fluid .99) = Total .8054
F:1 lens efficiency .2

113.80 lu at the CRT face should generate 3.5 fl at the screen.
(113.8)(.8054)(.2) = 18.60 divided by screen area 5.3166 sq.ft. -

3.5 fl.

14
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I CE: YAG SINGLE CRYSTAL FACEPLATE
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3 Figure 10
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I
U

CE: YAG SINGLE CRYSTAL FACEPLATE
3 CRT MOUNTED IN TRIDENT

TEST BED PROJECTOR
I CRT DIA 2.8 in

SCREEN 22in X 34.8 in
S 3.750 LENS F NO, 1.0, MAGNIFICATION 17.6

S .oSCREEN GAIN 1.0
3.375

U 3.000 -~ 27 KV

Z

I -4- 30KV
2.62534 V

-2250

1.875

I 1.500

1.125

0.750

0.375

1 0 II I4 a 12 16 2o 24 28 32 36 40

* POWER WATTS

I
Figure 11
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Ce:YAG Single Crystal Faceplate Resolution (Line Width)
Versus High Voltage @ Constant Power

Epitaxial Thickness 17 um

H.V. Line Width Line Width
Watts Beam Current (kv) @ Screen @ CRT

1.8 .09 ma 20 .081" .0046"
1.8 .08 ma 22.5 .079" .0045"
1.8 .072 ma 25 .068" .0039"
1.8 .065 ma 27.5 .060" .0035"
1.8 .060 ma 30 .059" .0034"

Figure 12

Ce:YAG Single Crystal Faceplate CRT Mounted in Trident
Test Bed Projector

CRT Crystal #10212-1-2 3"
Epitaxial Thickness 17 um

Brightness Measurements

Faceplate Image Size: 1.25" Wide x 1.98" High
2.475 sq. in. .0172 sq. ft.

Screen Image Size: 22" Wide x 34.8" High
5.3166 sq. ft.

H.V. Faceplate Faceplate Screen Screen
!&Y1 Lumens* Watts Brightness (fl) Lu/W** Brightness Lumens*

27 6.88 3.10 400 2.22 .21 FL 1.11 Lu
27 10.32 4.43 600 2.33 .32 FL 1.70 Lu
27 16.03 5.67 932 2.83 .50 FL 2.66 Lu
27 22.36 6.92 1300 3.23 .70 FL 3.72 Lu
27 29,24 9.69 1700 3.01 .90 FL 4.78 Lu
27 58.48 19.84 3400 2.95 1.80 FL 9.56 Lu
30 19.51 6.21 1134*** 3.14 .60 FL 3.19 Lu
30 45.50 14.40 2645*** 3.25 1.40 FL 7.44 Lu
30 81.30 26.10 4726*** 3.11 2.50 FL 13.29 Lu
34 25.90 6.80 1511*** 3.80 .80 FL 4.25 Lu
34 59.80 17.00 3488*** 3.52 1.85 FL 9.80 Lu
34 113.80 32.00 6616*** 3.55 3.50 FL 18.60 Lu

* Lumen calculation: Brightness X sq. ft. screen image area
** Lu/W calculation: Lumens divided by watts
* Calculated number based on optical efficiency of .1635

Figure 13

17
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8.0 Study of Optical Coupling and Anti-Reflective Coatings

A study was contracted from Optical Research Associates in
Pasadena, CA. (Enclosure #12.2), to determine the optical effects
of using single crystal faceplates for CRT's in projection. The
study compared the effects of the high refractive index of YAG
crystal (1.832) to the existing glass faceplate (1.537) used in
powder phosphor CRT's.

The goals were to minimize losses at the refractive index
change boundaries and minimizing the incident reflected ray
causing halation effects and to determine the optimum index
matching fluid as well as optically coupling the faceplate to the

optical system.

Trident International, Inc. has used liquid optical coupling
in its high power, high resolution projectors for many years.
The practicability of this cooling and coupling approach has been
proven.

To accommodate the increased "light piping" (total internal
reflection due to the critical angle effects), a thicker liquid
chamber with black walls (See Fig. #14) is recommended to
minimize internal scattering and contrast reduction.
Interference coatings at the first highly concave element of the
projection lens will aid in collection of energy from the SCFP
CRT. Figure #1 in Optical Research Associate's study shows such
a lens.

Graphs showing selected absorption filters to trim the
spectral output of Ce:YAG, Ce:Gd,YAG and Ce:BEL single crystal
faceplates and peak output versus NTSC standard points are shown
in Figures 15 through 18 from tests taken by Trident
International, Inc.
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9.0 Comparison of a Contemporary Powder Phosphor Versus Single
Crystal Faceplate CRT Projectors

The following is an analysis and a comparison of the power
requirements of a contemporary powder phosphor versus single
crystal faceplate CRT projector with a 2046 faceplate lumen
output as a constant.

U A. A typical powder phosphor projector using a CRT with a

6.15" X 4.87" raster (so called 9" CRT) has the following:

5 31.68 sq.in. area or .022 sq.ft. per tube.

High voltage is 35 kv at an average beam current of 1.5
* ma per tube.

The Trident projector is capable of reaching approximately three
times the average power in srmall scene highlights. Using the
powder phosphor efficiencies of 23 to 30 lu/watt green, 13 to 15
lu/W red and 6 to 8 lu/W blue

Watts Lumens
Green P53 23 Lu/w M25 1-20
Red P22R 13 Lu/w 52.5 682.5SBlue P22B 8 Lu/w 52.5 420

To obtain white balance the energy needs to be distributed as
* follows:

59% Green 1207 lu 52.5 Watts
26% Red 532 lu 41.0 Watts
15% Blue 307 lu 38.4 Watts

Total 2046LuT 132.0 Watts

or white efficiency of 15.5 lumen/watt. If we use an F:1 lens
system, the optical efficiency will be:

F:1 lambertion cone = 20% of energy collected.

A typical coated lens will have a transmission of 88% or
(.2)(T.88) = .1760.
The light available at the screen with average power will be 2046
lu (.1760) = 361 lumens. The peak brightness that is usually
quoted on CRT projectors then can approach 1,000 lumens
equivalent brightness (2.88 X 361 lumens).

l
l
I
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B. Using the efficiencies of single crystal faceplate CRT's
determined by testing and reported in Allied Signal's report to
Naval Training Systems Center Contract N61339-90-C-0046, August,
1991 and AT&T Bell Laboratories' Report AFWAL-TR-84-1185, dated
July, 1984 and Trident International, Inc.'s report under
Contract N61339-90-C-0047 and tests run during this contract, we
can assume that reasonable efficiency expectations are:

Ce:YAG (Green) 4 - 5 lu/W
Ce:Gd,Ag (Red) 2.5 - 3.5 lu/W
Ce:BEL (Blue) .7 - 1.2 lu/W;

therefore, to generate the equivalent light output we need:
Efficiency Watts Lumens

Green @4.5 lu/w 268 1207
Red 3 lu/w * 177 532
Blue 1 lu/w 307 307

( * includes absorption filter)

This above comparison concludes that 2.72 lumens per watt
for white balance in single crystal faceplate efficiency versus
15.5 lumens per watt for powder phosphor efficiency.

The possible advantage that single crystal faceplate CRT;s
would have is their ruggedness against electron beam damage and
practically infinite particle resolution versus powder phosphor
grain size. Any image that is repeatedly scanned over the same
screen area will cause reduction of light output in powder
phosphor within a few hours particularly at the phosphor loading
used in high power projectors. This is particularly true if the
deflection system uses calligraphic or stroke writing to generatesmall bright lines or spots.

To generate the higher electron beam power necessary to
overcome the 5.5 to 1 difference in efficiencies, the electron
beam spot size will increase. To conserve resolution the high
voltage to beam current ratio would have to be changed; such as,
50 kv vs 25 kv. The increase in high voltage will require
additional X-ray shielding as well as increasing the absorption
properties of the optical system.

Nothing in the above discussion precludes the use of single
crystal faceplate projectors in lower light output application
where images require prolonged stationary lines or spots; such
as, maps, rail routes, communication lines or status boards of
reasonable dimensions.

2
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10.0 Conclusions

A. Powder phosphor faceplates are approximately five (5)
times more efficient per input power than Ce:YAG single crystal
faceplates.

B. Single crystal faceplates appear impervious to high beam
power densities when adequately cooled.

C. Manufacturing problems associated with integrating
single crystal faceplates onto CRT envelopes are not solved to
the extent that practical fabrication processes are available.
While some success was achieved with the Ce:YAG (Green),
integration for the Ce:BEL was not achieved. Extensive materials
and manufacturing process research would be necessary prior to
any further initiatives in the projector application area.

D. The electron beam power requirements to produce
equivalent light output to a powder phosphor based CRT system are
so great that the electron beam spot size resulting from the
high power input will limit the resolution on the maximum
available faceplate size; therefore, the 1,000 line resolution
specification cannot be met at required brightness levels.

E. Satisfactory spectral responses are attainable in allthree colors (red, green and blue); however, mechanical problemswith Ce:BEL currently preclude its use as a light source.

3 F. Early data taken indicating the ability to obtain high
levels of brightness without saturation and coulombic destruction
of the phosphor was confirmed; however, scaling of the power
required for obtaining desired light output resulted in an
unacceptable loss in resolution due to electron beam spot size
growth.

I
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1 11.0 Recommendations

In view of the problems remaining to be solved and the
limited potential for their solution, further development effort
on application of Single Crystal Faceplates to projection cathode
ray tubes is not recommended.
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I
1.0.0 INTRODUCTION

3 Conventional CRT faceplates are formed by the deposition of phosphor powder on
the inside of a glass envelope of limited thermal conductivity. The image resolution and
power capabilities of these faceplates ar limited, and many applications now require CRT
performance at the limits of phosphor faceplate technology. For example, sunlight-
readable head-up displays (HUDs) for aircraft require a brightness of 10,000 foot-
lamberts, a performance just achieved by conventional CRTs in stroke mode, and a factor
of ten beyond that achieved in raster mode. The resolution of conventional faceplates is
limited by phosphor particle size to twenty micrometers. High intensity operation is limited
by a decomposition threshold of about I watt/cm2 . The phosphor particles will actually
melt at about 5 watts/cm 2. High intensity operation also limits phosphor lifetime by a
process called coulombic degradation. This failure mode reduces the intensity of P53, a
standard phosphor, to 50% of its initial value after an elecuon dosage of 140
coulombs/cmZ. This leads to a CRT lifetime in a high luminance application of about 1000
hours under the best conditions.
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Garnets are crystalline materials with many technologically useful properties.

Garnets are oxides of the general composition R3T5012 (R and T are large and small metal
or metalloid elements) which are resistant to chemical attack and high temp=rares. There
is much diversity in garnet composition since R and T can be combinations of one or
several elements cohabiting a crystal sublattice, and R and T range over much of the
Periodic Table. As an example, the yttrium in Y3AI5012 (YAG) can be partially replaced
with neodymium to form the useful laser crystal Nd-YAG. YAG is used not only as a laser
material, but as a substrate for the deposition of other garnet compositions. In particular,
YAG doped with rare-earth elements, when grown as epitaxial layers on YAG substrates,
is a cathodoluminescent material. Such layers can be used as phosphor faceplates in
cathode ray tubes with significant advantages over standard, powder phosphor, faceplates.
The single crystal nature of such epitaxial faceplates allows a higher resolution, and the
intimate thermal contact between the epitaxial phosphor and the thermally conductive
substrate allows operation of cathode ray tubes at power levels which would destroy a
conventional powder phosphor.

Epitaxial phosphors are fluorescent crystalline layers which are grown on
crystalline substrates. The usual case is homoepitaxial growth, in which a fluorescent ion
is substituted for another ion in a host composition epitaxially grown onto a substrate of the
host composition. An example is Ce:YAG epitaxially grown on YAG substrates, where
cerium is incorporated into the layer on yttrium sites. The more unusual case is
heteroepitaxy, in which a layer is grown on a substrate of different crystal struture; for
example, zinc sulphide deposited on sapphire. Since electrons penetrate only a few
microns into epitaxial phosphors, the epitaxial layer need not be very thick, 5-20 microns
are usually sufficient. Epitaxial layers can be grown on top of other epitaxial layers to form
penetration phosphors, in which different colors are excited at different anode potentials.

Epitaxial phosphor faceplates (EPF) have several significant advantages, which are
summarized below:

1) Ultra-High Resoiwion. Resolution is limited only by electron beam size.

2) Fast Decay Time. Fluorescence decay of Ce:YAG (10 nsec), a standard epitaxial
phosphor, is an order of magnitude faster than conventional powder phosphors.

3) High Power Operation. Epitaxial phosphors will not decompose at high power levels.
There is no "bum". Thernal quench temperature is much higher than for powder
phosphors.

4) Superior Ageing Characteristics. No coulombic degradation.

5) Superior Mechanical Properties. Single crystals have high strength. Faceplates resist
scratching.

Since epitaxial phosphors are single crystals with no granulation, resolution is
limited only by the dimension of the electron beam. Prof. Albert Crewe of the Fermi
Institute, University of Chicago, has tested a Ce:YAG epitaxial phosphor faceplate
fabricated by Allied-Signal, Inc. in a high resolution electron microscope and found no
granulation to 0.1 pin spot size. This Ce:YAG epitaxial phosphor faceplate was further
tested to a current density of 1000 A/cm 2 at 5 kV without permanent damage. M.W. van
Tol and J. van Esdonk operated epitaxial phosphor faceplates at power levels of 10 W/cm2

[1]. J.M. Robertson and M.W. van Tol tested epitaxial phosphor faceplates of Ce:YAG,
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Tb:YAG, and Eu:YAG at power levels to l04 W/cm2 [2]. They found that Ce:YAG is
linear to the highest power levels, but that the light output of Tb:YAG and Eu:YAG
saturates at power levels above I W/cm2 . Thus, Ce:YAG is preferred as a high intensity
monochrome phosphor. The saturation in Tb:YAG arises from excited state absorption and
cross-relaxation processes and it is a general feature of many phosphors, for example
Mn:BaAll2Ol9 [3,4]. AT&T Bell Laboratories has developed a nmdified terbium
composition, Tb0.2Y0. I Lu2.7Ai3Ga2O12, with improved saturation characteristic [5].
Such a phosphor has shown a peak line brightness of 28,000 fl- at a 25,000 inch/sec
writing speed when excited with a 25 kV, 2 mA beam. This is equivalent to 594 lumens in
a 2.75 inch diagonal raster.

Levy and Yaffe have shown that the thermal quenching temperature of Ce:YAG is
about 4000 C, and that a decrease in light output is first evident at 2000 C [6]. They
determined that it is safe to operate an EFP at thermal gradients up to 15(0YCnch, and that
a three inch diameter epitaxial phosphor faceplate can be operated at 25 watts excitation
with no cooling. Since the thermal conductivity of YAG is high, forced-air cooling is very
effective at higher excitation levels. Forced-air cooling can extract about 60% of the heat,
radiation can dissipate about 20% of the heat, and conduction down the neck can dissipate
the remaining 20%. Coulombic degradation does not occur in epitaxial phosphor

faceplates, whereas 0.5 W/cm2 is the conventional limit for projection CRTs. Operation of
P53 at 0.5 W/cm2 results in an extremely short lifetime.

The fluorescent spectrum of cerium in garnet crystals is a function of the atomic
spacing in the crystal which is reflected in the lattice constant. It is possible to red-shift the
green emission of Ce:YAG by incorporation of gadolinium. In the extreme case,
Ce:Gd3AI5Ol2 can be grown as the analog of Ce:Y3AI5012, and the spectral peak is
shifted almost 50 nm towards the red. A blue-shift is possible, by using a small rare-earth
ion in place of yttrium, but the magnitude of such a blue-shift is not sufficient to produce
much energy at blue wavelengths suitable for color CRTs. Although other activators in
YAG, notably thulium, are blue emitters, cerium seems to be the only activator which will
not saturate at high power levels. Two blue cerium emitters, Ce:La2Be2O5 (Ce:BEL) and
Ce:Y2SiO5 (cerium orthosilicate), are candidates for blue faceplates. Ce:Y2SiO5 has
emission extending below blue, so that much of its light output is not visible. Its
perfomance in CRTs has been investigated by AT&T Bell Laboratories and elsewhere, and
saturation has been observed in this phosphor. Ce:BEL, however, emits prominently in
the blue, and does not appear to saturate. Thus, Ce:Gd3AI5012 (Ce:GdAG, red),
Ce:Y3AIs012 (Ce:YAG, green), and Ce:La2Be2O5 (Ce:BEL, blue), appear to be an
appropriate trio of epitaxial phosphors for a high intensity color projection display. Figure
1.0.0.1 shows the spectra of these phosphors.
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Fig. 1.0.0.1l Spectra of Cc:BEL (blue), Ce:YAG (green) and Cc.GdAG (red) phosphors.
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2.0.0 PROCESS

Table 2.0.0.1 shows the major stages of the process for the production of epitaxial
phosphor faceplates.

Epitaxial Phosphor Faceplate Process

Grow Cylindrical Crystal YAG Crystal Boule 3-1/4 inch
by Czochralski Technique diameter by 10 inch length

YAG wafers 3 inch diameter
Grind and Slice Wafers by 0.125 inch thickness

SRough polish to remove saw

Lap and Polish Wafers damage (o.005 inch); fine polish
to flatness 1 pm/inch; final polish
(epi polish) with silica colloid

I Ce:YAG phosphor layer 20 pm

Liquid Phase Epitaxial I thickiess deposited from PbO-
Coating with Phosphor_ based flux

Photolitr,-•-..erQphy of hexagonal

Reticulation array .. pr. c.,ters, followed,
by etching in naonfphodc acid -o
give _rustrated5 pymrmidc

TessDemountsble faceplate testTest i station with 1 inch square HT SC

raster at 25 kV, up to 20 Watt
per square cm beam power

Table 2.0.0.1. Major stages of the process for the production of epitaxial phosphor

faceplates.
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2.1.0 Crystal Growth Process of Substrate Wafers

There are presently two processes which are suitable for the growth of the substrate
wafers used in epitaxial phosphor faceplates. These are the Czochralski method, which has
produced large single crystals of YAG up to three inches in diameter, and the Heat
Exchanger Method. The Heat Exchanger Method (HEMTM) is being used for the
commercial production of 10-inch diameter sapphire crystals of very high quality. It is
possible to grow sapphire by HEM free of scattering centers for stringent optical
applications. HEM is used also for commercial production of multi-crystalline silicon
ingots for photovoltaic and optical applications. Titanium-doped sapphire (Ti:Sapphire)
boules are grown routinely for cw and pulsed laser applications. A number of mixed
oxides, fluorides and compound semiconductors has also been grown by HEM.

2.1.1 Undoped Crystal Boule

Substrate wafer crystal for epitaxial phosphor faceplates of YAG have been
produced up to three inches in diameter by the Czochralski process. In the Czochralski
process, a melt is produced in a crucible by induction heating. A "seed" crystal is dipped
into the melt and withdrawn with rotation at a slow rate as the melt is cooled. This
produces solidified crystal on the seed with the same crystallographic orientation as the
seed. Usually crystal weight is used as a process variable to control the growth in a
feedback loop.

There are difficulties involved in the growth of large diameter Czochralski crystals.
The crystal is in contact with the liquid melt, and in the case of YAG it is actually immersed
in liquid. This leads to considerable thermal stress on the crystal which can cause cracking.
Also, scale-up from one diameter to a larger diameter is troublesome, since the exact
parameters for stable crystal growth depend critically on the thermal environment of the
crystal. There is a steep "learning curve."

In the HEM method, he crucible with the seed positioned at the bottom is loaded
with a material charge and placed on top of a heat exchanger. After evacuation, heat is
supplied by the graphite heater and the material charge is melted. The seed is prevented
from melting by forcing gaseous helium through the heat exchanger.Growth is started after
sufficient meltback of the seed is achieved by increasing the flow of helium and thereby
decreasing the heat exchanger temperature. The liquid temperature gradients are controlled
by the furnace temperature, while the temperature gradient in the solid is controlled by the
heat exchanger temperature. Crystal growth is achieved by controlling the heat input as
well as the heat extraction. After 'solidification is complete, the gas flow through the heat
exchanger is decreased to equilibrate the temperature throughout the crystal during the
annealing and cooldown stage.

HEM is the only crystal growth process in which both the heat input and heat
extraction are controlled. The heat flow is set up such that the heat input is from the sides
and top of the crucible and the heat extraction is primarily through the heat exchanger at the
bottom of the crucible. Under these conditions a convex solid-liquid interface is set up so
that core-free crystals can be grown. The convexity of the solid-liquid interface can be
controlled by changing the ratio of heat input and heat extraction. The independent liquid
and solid temperature gradients are achieved without movement of the crucible, heat zone
or crystal. After the crystal is grown, it is still in the heat zone and can be cooled at a
controlled rate to relieve solidification stresses. This unique capability allows the growth of
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Ssapphire up to32 cm diameter and weighing about 50 kg without cracking due to thermal

stresses associated with such large sizes.

A distinguishing feature of HEM, as compared with the Czochralski, top-seeded
process, is that the solid-liquid interface is submerged beneath the surface and is
surrounded by the melt. Under these conditions the thermal and mechanical perturbations
are damped out by the surrounding molten mass before reaching the interface. This results
in uniform temperature gradients at the interface. In the Czochralski process, growth
occurs at the melt surface where the local gradients vary sufficiently to cause solidification
and remelting of the crystal. Precise control of the furnace and heat exchanger
temperatures, combined with minimized thermal perturbations resulting from thesubmerged interface, gives HEM an advantage over the Czochralski techniques forgrowing high-quality crystals.

5 In HEM growth, after the crystal is grown, the temperature of the furnace is
reduced to just below the solidification temperature and the helium flow is reduced at a
desired rate. The whole crystal can, therefore, be brought to high temperatures to anneal the
solidification stresses, followed by uniform cooling at a controlled rate to room
temperature. Because in situ annealing is part of the solidification cycle, HEM can reduce
the defect density. Further the last and most impure material to solidify is along the
crucible walls, where it can be removed. These features of HEM produce uniform, growth
and the only sapphire free of light scatter. In the case of sapphire and silicon, it has been
demonstrated that once crystal growth parameters are established, large crystals can be
grown. The HEM has been adapted for the growth of Ti:A1203. HEM is cost competitive
with Czochralski. The furnace is uncomplicated, automated, and well insulated, which
results in low equipment, labor and energy costs.

I
2.1.2 Doped Crystal Boule

3 Single crystal boule may be produced with the activator ion grown into the crystal.
There are both advantages and disadvantages to this technique. The principal advantage is
that the subsequent deposition of the phosphor by liquid phase epitaxy is not required. The
disadvantages relate to the difficulty in achieving as high an activator concentration asdesired, maintaining the proper charge state of the activator, and the usually lower growth
rate required for doped crystals.

I One of the problems with doped crystals is the segregation coefficient of dopant in
the host crystal. The segregation coefficient is the ratio of the concentration of a species in
the crystal to that in the melL If the segregation coefficient is low, there is a gradation in
dopant concentration along the length of the crystal and it is necessary to grow crystals at
low growth rates in order to maintain high quality. These problems are minimized as the
segregation coefficient is higher and essentially there are minimal problems when the
segregation coefficient is unity. For example, the segregation coefficient of Ti in A 1203
and Nd in YAG is rather low, approximately 0.16. The growth of Nd-doped YAG for
laser applications proceeds at about one-fifth the rate as for undoped YAG.

I Ce-doped BEL has been produced in boule form, so that subsequent epitaxy of a
phosphor layer is not required, but an anneal in a hydrogen atmosphere is required to bring
the cerium into its reduced Ce3+ charge state. Likewise, the blue phosphor Ce:Y2SiO5 has
been produced by AT&T Bell Laboratories as doped boule one-inch in diameter.
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Researchers from Hitachi Chemical Co. [ 17] have reported growth of the similar crystal
Ce:Gd2SiO5 in diameters to two-inch.

1 2.1.3 Current Size Limitations

The Czochralski method has produced YAG crystal up to three inches in diameter.
Experience indicates that four inch crystal is a possibility, but only by a flat interface
technique pioneered at Allied-Signal. However, a considerable development effort would
be required to atiain a process for the Czochralski growth of four inch YAG.

I The Heat Exchanger Method (HEMTm) is being used for the commercial production
of 10-inch diameter sapphire crystals of very high quality. The growth of YAG crystal to
this diameter appears possible. These melting point of YAG (1950 0C) is lower than that for
A 1203 (2040 0C): therefore, current HEM~m furnaces are adequate for growing this crystal.
In the case of sapphire (A1203) crystals grown by HEMTm, the processing is carried out
under vacuum; however, it is expected that even though the host phosphor materials may
be stable under vacuum, it may be necessary to control the atmosphere during growth of
doped crystals. The candidate phosphor materials are compatible with using a molybdenum
crucible and graphite resistance heat zone of the HEMTm furnace so that these crystals can
be grown with existing HEMTm furnaces. In the case of BEL, it would be necessary to set
up additional safety procedures for handling BeO raw material and BEL crystals because of
their toxic nature.

2.2.0 Optical Fabrication of Wafer Faceplates

Fabrication of wafer faceplates from crystal boule is accomplished by standard
techniques available in most optical shops. This involves centerless grinding of the crystal
boule to diameter, xray orientation, wafer slicing with an ID saw, lapping and polishing.
The requirement of the final polish is severe. This "epi" grade polish involves the use of a
chemical-mechanical colloidal silica polish on a soft pad to produce a surface free of defects
which would interfere with the subsequent epitaxial phosphor growth stage.

52.2.1 Grind and Slice Wafers

The crystal boule is first ground to the required diameter using a centerless grinding
technique. After alignment of the crystal by xray diffraction, wafers ar sliced by the type
of saw ("ID" saw) used in processing of semiconductor wafers.

1 2.2.2 Lap and Polish

The sliced wafers are polished using finer grit until the saw damage has been
removed (about 0.005 inch in the case of YAG) and the required flatness of about 1Ijn/inch has been achieved. A final polish ("epi" polish) is done with a colloidal silica
suspension to achieve a polish beyond an optical polish into the regime of a polish on an
atomic scale.

2.2.3 Current Size Limitations
Since the semiconductor industry is now fabricating wafers up to ten and twelve

inches in diameter, it is concluded that wafer fabrication will not constmin the development
i of large diameter single crystal faceplates.

8
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2.3.0 Liquid Phase Epitaxy Process

The following is a general procedure for the growth of epitaxial layers of Ce:YAG
on YAG substrates. A YAG wafer, prepared by the processes in the previous sections, is
carefully cleaned and mounted in a substrate holder which allows rotation and translation.
Epitaxy is achieved by dipping the substrate into a platinum crucible holding the molten
constituent oxides of the Ce:YAG composition in the proportions listed in Table 2.3.0.1.

Table2. 1. Melt for the growth of epitaxial layers of Ce:YAG on YAG
substrates at 980 *C. Note that cerium oxide, the dopant, is not
included in the mole fraction calculation.

I Frac MpEtin• MQCI Grams

PbO 0.90282 3.44684 769.299
A1203 0.01737 0.06632 6.762
B203 0.07524 0.28724 19.998
Y203 0.00457 0.01745 3.941
CeO2 0.00581 1.000

1.00000 3.82367 801.000

The platinum crucible, 3-inches high by 2.25-inch diameter for epitaxial growth on
one-inch diameter wafers, is placed in a vertical furnace. These powders are heated to
1050 *C, a temperature well above the melting point of the mixture, and allowed to "soak"
for 24 hours. The melt is stirred for one hour at 1050 *C and 200 rev/min just before each
layer growth. After stirring, the melt is cooled to the growth tempexat of about 980WC
in 45 minutes (melt saturation occurs at about 990WC).

The YAG faceplate wafers are thermally equilibrated above the melt surface for ten
minutes, dipped to the melt surface, and rotated at 200 rev/min. for about ten minutes. The
Ce:YAG epitaxial phosphor laye grows at a rate of about 1.5 i/rmin. After growth, the
substrate with the epitaxial layer is raised above the melt, and the residual flux is spun-off
by rapid rotation of 500 rev/min. Removal of the faceplate from the furnace to room
temperatue proceeds over the course of 90 minutes. This slow exit rate prevents thermal
shock and cracking of the wafers. This entire process is done in a class 100 laminar flow
hood. Remaining traces of solidified growth solution on the wafers are removed in a 40%
solution of nitric acid at 90 *C. Layer thickness is measured by weight, using a density of
4.565 g/cc, the density of pure Y3AI5012. Optical thickness measurement is not possible3 since there is no refractive index difference between the layer and the substrate.

2.3.1 Equipment

I Fig. 2.3.1.1 shows the equipment involved in the liquid phase epitaxy process.
There are motor assemblies to "dip" and rotate the wafers in the solution, but the major
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3 piece of equipment is the large-bore vertical tube furnace which heats and mainuins the
soluton at about I10C ±: ITC.

Rmmmnc.
P Md3 Fumfic

3 hddmer

I-

I -F
I

Fig. 2.3.1.1. Schematic diagram of system for liquid phase epitaxa growthof single crystal phosphors of Ce-gAG on YAG substrates.

3 2.3.2 Current Size Limitations

Liquid phase epitaxy is routinely carried out for wafers up to three inches in
diameter in the preparation of magneto-optical materials. These wafers, however, are thin
(0.020 inch) compared with YAG faceplate wafers (0.125 inch). Generally, a slower
withdrawal rate from the epitaxy furnace is required for these thick wafers. Liquid phase
epitaxy has been demonstrated on four-inch diameter by 0.020 inch thick wafers. There
appears to be no fundamental size limitation for the liquid phase epitaxy process.

5 2.4.0 Photoreticulation

The major factor limiting the external efficiency of Ce:YAG phosphors is the high
refractdve index of the YAG substrate (1.84), which allows only rays less than a critical
angle of 33W to be emitted from the faceplate. The remaining rays are waveguided to the

I
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edges, so that only 16% of the cathodoluminescence is emitted from the faceplate. Higher
external efficiencierscan be expected from Ce:YAG through reticulation, a texturing of the
epitaxial phosphor into structures which will focus the cathodoluminescence towards the
observer. Non-reticulated epitaxial phosphors have low external efficiencies, since the
cathodoluminescence is waveguided by the high refractive index of YAG to the edge of the
faceplate.

P.F. Bongers, et al., [ 12] have etched grooves in the phosphor to increase the
external efficiency. D.M. Gualtieri, et al. [13] have used a faceted epitaxial layer for the
same purpose. D.T.C. Huo and T.W. Hou [14), have used photolithographic techniques
to pattern a Ce:YAG epitaxial phosphor faceplate with an army of rectangular mesas. They
were able to increase the external efficiency by a factor of three. A truncated cone geometry
can increase the external efficiency by a factor of 5.5, if such a shape can be formed in the
phosphor layer. Such reticulation will not limit the faceplate resolution if a small mesa size
is used. The reticulation concept is shown schematically in fig. 2.4.0.1

Non-reticulated faceplates of Ce:YAG have an NTSC raster efficiency at 25 kV of
1.9 - 2.0 lumens/wan, when measured in our characterization station, so that at a beam
power of 10 watts/cm 2 an NTSC raster of 2.75-inch diagonal on a non-reticulated Ce:YAG
faceplate will have a luminance of 450 lumens. The best retculated faceplate was found to
give 5.38 lumens/watt at a beam power of 5 watt/cm2 . A beam power of 16 watt/cm2 will
be required for 2000 lumen output at such an efficiency. Fig. 2.4.0.2 shows the results of
cathodoluminescent measurements on a reticulated faceplate.

5 Catlhodoluminesconce

Waveguided
EOW"da WaVeguided /

Faqf (Lost) negct

./ ./\.

i - .ret s s '

Direct Rays

Non-Reticulated Faceplate Faceted or Reticulated Faceplate

Fig. 2.4.0.1. Schematic illustration of waveguiding effect in epitaxial faceplates, and the
role of reticulation in directing light into the critical cone.
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Fig. 2.4.0.2. Cathodoluminescent measurements on a reticulated faceplate.

2.4.1 Equipment

Photoreticulauon is done by techniques common to fabrication of semiconductor
devices. A mask aligner of micron resolution is required, typically a contact printer as
distinct from a projector. A typical resist coater/developer/s-ipper line is reqtid.L Either a
metallizer, such as an electron beam evaporator, or a plasma reactor for silica deposition are
required to coat the wafers with an acid resisting mask for the etching stage. A phosphoricacid etcher is required. All this equipment must be sited in a class 100 clean room.

2.4.2 Current Size Limitations

Since the semiconductor industry is now fabricating wafers up to ten and twelve
inches in diameter, it is concluded that this processing step will not constrain the
development of large diameter single crystal faceplates.

12



3.0.0 FACEPLATE AND PHOSPHOR MATERIALS

3.1.0 Cerium Activators

Cerium seems to be the only activator which will not sanazte at high power levels.
Two blue cerium emitters, Ce:La2Be2Q5 (Ce:BEL) and Ce:Y2SiO5 (cerium orthosilicate),
are candidates for blue faceplates. Ce:Y2SiO5 has emission extending below blue, peaking
at about 390 nm, so that much of its light output is not visible. A similar phosphor
Ce.'Gd2SiO5 has a better spectral overlap with the visible, peaking at 430 nm. The
performance of Ce:Y2SiO5 has been investigated by AT&T Bell Laboratories and
elsewhere, and saturation has been observed in this phosphor. Ce:BEL, however, emits
prominently in the blue, and does not appear to saturate. Thus, Ce:Gd3AI5Q12
(Ce:GdAG, red), Ce:Y3AI5012 (Ce:YAG, green), and Ce:a2Be2O5 (Ce:BEL, blue),
appear to be an appropriate trio of epitaxial phosphors for a high intensity color projection
display.

3 3.2.0 Red Phosphors

3.2.1 Ce:(Y,Gd)AG on YAG

It is possible to epitaxially grow a red-shifted garnet composition on YAG wafer
substates. This garnet composition, Ce:Y2GdIAI5012, is strained with respect to the
YAG wafer, and its red-shift is only about a third as large as that of CeGd3AI5012. This
composition has a lattice constant (measured perpendicularly at the (444) reflection) about
0.4% greater than YAG, which is just under the typical facet limit of 0.5%. Figs. 312.1.1
and 3.2.1.2 show cathodoluminescence measurements for this composition. There is a

I red-shift of 20 nm, and, most importantly, almost a two-fold increase in the luminance at
the red wavelength of.650 nim. The light output at 650 nm was 31% of the spectral peak
for this composition, as compared to 19% for Ce:YAG. The cerium emission in the fully
substituted garnet, Gd3A15Ol2, would exhibit a larger red-shift, but it cannot be grown as
an epitaxial layer on YAG.

I
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Fig. 3.2. 1.1 Cathodoluminescent spectrum of a Ce:Y2GdIA1512 phosphor layer
grown on a YAG substrate.
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Fig. 3.2.1.2. Cathodoluminescent spectrum (detail) of a Ce:Y2GdIAI5O12 phosphor
layer grown on a YAG substrate.
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3.2.2 Ce:GdAG on GdAG

Epitaxial layers of Ce:Gd3AISO12 could be grown on Gd3AI5O12, and they
would be good red faceplates in color projection systems since they would have a red-shift
of about 50 nm.

12o. Ce:GdAG Calculated
fo00 Cathodoluminescent80 Spectrum

C

20

-20t -
400 450 500 550 600 650 700 750 800

Wavelength (nm)

Fig. 3.2.2.1. Calculated spectrum of Ce:Gd3AIsO12.

3.3.0 Green Phosphors

3.3.1 Ce:YAG

Cerium YAG is the material of choice for green epiaxial phosphors. Its
cathodoluminescent spectrum appears as fig. 3.3.1.1.

15
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Fig. 3.3.1.1. Spectrum of Ce:Y3A15Oi2.

Non-reticulated faceplates of Ce:YAG have an NTSC raster efficiency at 25 kV of
1.9 - 2.0 lumens/wat, when measured in our characterization station, so that at a beam
power of 10 wats/cm2 an NTSC raster of 2.75-inch diagonal on a non-reticulwed Ce:YAG
faceplate will have a luminance of 450 lumens. The best reticulated faceplate was found to
give 5.38 lumens/watt at a beam power of 5 watt/cm2 . A beam power of 16 wan/cm2 will
be required for 2000 lumen output at such an efficiency.I

1 3.4.0 Blue Phosphors

3.4.1 Ce:BEL

SThe cathodoluminescence of Ce:BEL was ca in a thin wafer of a
Czochralski boule prepared from a melt of 0.5% cerium content [16]. Ce:BEL proved to
be an excellent blue phosphor with a peak fluorescence at 485 nm and a fluorescence
bandwidth (FWHM) of 80 nm (fig. 3.4.1.1). Thus, there is significant light energy at the
extremely blue wavelength 445 nm. The measured cathodoluminescent efficiency of the
available, as-grown Czochralkski crystal was 0.1 lumen/watt, weighted according to the
C.I.E. photopuc curve. It was found that annealing at 1150 MC in a reducing atmosphere of
10% hydrogen in argon doubles the efficiency of Ce:BEL to 0.2 lumens/wan (fig.
3.4.1.2). Annealing also changes the appearance of the crystals from an orange color to
transparent. It was also found that the light output of Ce:BEL does not saturate up to an
elecuon beam power of 19 wan/cm2 .

I 16



Mass spectroscopy of the Ce:BEL crystal revealed a cerium content of 3.9 x 1018

atoms/cc, as compared with 23 x 1018 atoms/cc for YAG. If the cerium content of Ce:BEL
can be increased to the level of cerium in YAG, this six-fold increase in concentration could
increase the C.I.E. weighted efficiency of Ce:BEL to 1.2 lumens/watt. Since the refractive
indices of Ce:BEL are about the same value as the refractive index of YAG, reticulation will
yield the same increase in external efficiency.

120
Ce:BEL Cathdoluminescence

10 15 kV 14 March 1990

C
2

E 40-

z
20-

0

-20111
300 400 500 600 700

Wavelength nm

Fig. 3.4.1.1. Cathodoluminescence spectrum of Ce:BEL
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Fig. 3.4.1.2. Cathodoluminescent efficiency of Ce:BEL after hydrogen anneaL

3.4.2 Ce:Y2SiOS and Ce:Gd2SiOS

Fig. 3.4.2.1 !tiows the cathodoluminescent spectrum of the blue emitting cerium
activated phosphor Ce:Y2SiOs. Since the spectrum of Ce:Y2SiO5 peaks at about 390 nm,
much of its light output is not visible, reducing its efficiency. The similar phosphor
Ce:Gd2SiO5 has a spectrum which peaks at 430 rnm.
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Fig. 3.4.2. 1. Cathodoluninescent spectrum of the blue emitting cerium activated
phosphor Ce:Y2SiO5.

4.0.0 SCALE-UP CONSIDERATIONS

Table 4.0.0.1 summarizes the actual performance of two inch Ce:YAG faceplates
and the predicted performance of three and four inch faceplates.

Table 4.0.0.1. Performance dam for Ce:YAG faceplates.

Demonstrted (2") Prdce 3) r•td("

Faceplate Luminance, f 62,700 86,750 86,750

Faceplate Efficiency, L/W 4.84 4.84 4.84

Raster Size, in2 (CM2) 1 (6.45) 3.63 (23.4) 5.88 (37.9)

Beam Power, W 90 413 413

Beam Power Density, W/cm2 14 18 10.9

Faceplate Output, L 435 2000 2000
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4.1.0 Crystal Growth Process of Substrate Wafers

The Czochralski method has produced YAG crystal up to three inches in diameter.
Experience indicates that four inch crystal is a possiblity, but only by a flat interface
technique pioneered at Allied-Signal. However, a considerable development effort would
be required to attain a process for the Czochralski growth of four inch YAG.

The Heat Exchanger Method (HEMT") is being used for the commercial production
of 10" diameter sapphire crystals of very high quality. The growth of YAG crystal to this
diameter appears possible. These melting point of YAG (1950*C) is lower than that for
A 1203 (20400 C): therefore, current HEMTM furnaces are adequate for growing this crystal.
In the case of sapphire (A1203) crystals grown by HEMTM, the processing is carried out
under vacuum; however, it is expected that even though the host phosphor materials may
be stable under vacuum, it may be necessary to control the atmosphere during growth of
doped crystals. The candidate phosphor materials are compatible with using a moybdenum
crucible and graphite resistance heat zone of the HEMTh furnace so that these crystals can
be grown with existing HEMTM furnaces. In the case of BEL, it would be necessary to set
up additional safety procedures for handling BeO raw material and BEL crystals because of
their toxic nature.

Crystal Systems Inc. (Dr. Chandra P. Khattak, 27 Congress Street, Salem, MA
01970, Telephone (508)-744-5059) is proposing a program for development of the HEMTm
method for crystal growth of candidate phosphor materials. The first phase is a feasibility
phase followed by the development phase. During the feasibility stage it is intended to
develop procedures so that the growth characteristics of these materials can be established.
Crucibles approximately two inches in diameter would be utilized for this effort. It is
expected that single crystal material samples would be available for testing for high
resolution, high brightness video projection CRT applications. Close cooperation would
be maintained with the user so that optimization of this material for the application can be
achieved. The problems involved with growth of larger crystals would also be identified
during this phase. The development phase will be undertaken depending upon the results
of the feasibility phase.

20
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Crystal Systems Inc. expects that the feasibility phase could be completed in

approximately a six-rmonth time frame. The cost of their effort would be $50,000 per
candidate phosphor material. This coy does not include the raw materials, installation of
additional safety features required for beryllium crystal growth, or crystal characterization.

4.2.0 Optical Fabrication

Since the semiconductor industry is now fabricating wafers up to ten and twelve
inches in diameter, it is concluded that wafer fabrication will not constrain the development
of large diameter single crystal faceplates.I
4.3.0 Liquid Phase Epitaxy

3 Liquid phase epitaxy is routinely carried out for wafers up to three inches in
diameter in the preparation of magneto-optical materials. These wafers, however, are thin
(0.020 inch) compared with YAG faceplate wafers (0.125 inch). Generally, a slower
withdrawal rate from the epitaxy furnace is required for these thick wafers. Liquid phaseepitaxy has been demonstrated on four-inch diameter by 0.020 inch thick wafers. Thereappears to be no fundamental size limitation for the liquid phase epitaxy process.

4.4.0 Photoreticulation
Since the semiconductor industry is now fabricating wafers up to ten and twelve

inches in diameter, it is concluded that this processing step will not constrain the
development of large diameter single crystal faceplates.

I
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1 5.0.0 COST ESTIMATES

The following cost estimates for the production of 100 and 200 faceplates per year
are calculated on the basis of minimal dedicated facilities being constructed to accomplish
each step necessary for the production of faceplates at these quantities. At the 100 and 200
faceplate per year levels, such minimal facilities would still be significantly under-utilized,
and the cost per faceplate is high. Section 5.5.0 below contains estimates of faceplate cost
with the assumption of 100% utilization of facilities. These costs for 100% utilization will
be lower that those which can be anticipated from tolling these steps to outside vendors,perhaps by as much as 25%.

5.1.0 Crystal Growth Process of Substrate Wafers

3 The following table is an estimate of cost per wafer of substrate wafer growth for
three inch and four inch diameter wafers at a 100 and 200 wafer per year production level.
Note that the facility is not fully utilized at even the 200/year level.I
Cost of YAG Substrate Wafer Crystal Growth at 100% and 80% Yield3 for Dedicated Facility (maximum facility utilization at 400 faceplates/year)

Three-Inch Wafers Four-Inch Wafers1 100/year 200/year 100/year 200/year

Capital Equipment (5 yr. amort.) 500 250 700 350
Laboratory Facility 600 300 600 300
Materials 150 150 300 300
Fabrication & Maintenance 35 35 50 50
Labor & Employee Overhead 175 175 225 225
Electrical Power 25 25 30 30
Environmental/Toxic Disposal 20 20 30 30

Cost per Wafer at 100% Yield 1505 955 1935 1285

3 Cost per Wafer at 80% Yield 1881.25 1193.75 2418.75 1606.25

I
5.2.0 Fabrication

i The following table is an estimate of cost per wafer of substrate wafer polishing for
three inch and four inch diameter wafers at a 100 and 200 wafer per year production level.
Note that the facility is not fully utilized at even the 200/year leveL

I
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Cost of Wafer Polishing at 100% and 80% Yield
for Dedicated Facility (maximum facility utilization at 300 faceplates/year)

Three-Inch Wafers Four-inch Wafers
100/year 200/year 100/year 200/year

Capital Equipment (5 yr. amort.) 400 200 450 225
Laboratory Facility 600 300 600 300
Supplies 20 20 25 25
Maintenance 5 5 5 5
Labor & Employee Overhead 50 50 50 50
Environmental/Toxic Disposal 10 10 15 15

Cost per Wafer at 100% Yield 1085 585 1145 620

Cost per Wafer at 80% Yield 1356.25 731.25 1431.25 775

1 5.3.0 Liquid Phase Epitaxy

'Me follohing table is an estimate of cost per wafer of phosphor epitaxy for three

inch and four inch diameter wafers at a 100 and 200 wafer per year production level

I
Cost of Unreticulated Epitaxial Phosphor Faceplates at 100% and 50% Yield
for Dedicated Facility (maximum facility utilization at 200 faceplates/year)

Three-Inch Wafers Four-Inch Wafers
I 100/year 200/year 100/year 200/year

Capital Equipment (5 yr. amort.). 600 300 750 375
Laboratory Facility 600 300 600 300
Materials (less substrate wafer) 160 180 220 245
Fabrication & Maintenance 15 15 20 203 Substrate Wafer 1115 1115 1485 1485
Labor & Employee Overhead 175 175 225 225
Electrical Power 40 20 60 30
Environmental/Toxic Disposal 20 15 25 20

Cost per Wafer at 100% Yield 2725 2120 3385 2700

Cost per Wafer at 50% Yield 5450 4240 6770 5400
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5.4.0 Photoreticulation

The following table is an estimate of cost per wafer of wafer reticulation for three
inch and four inch diameter wafers at a 100 and 200 wafer per year production level. Note
that the facility is not fully utilized at even the 200/year level.

Cost of Faceplate Reticulation at 100% and 80% Yield
for Dedicated Facility (maximum facility utilization at 1000 faceplates/year)

Three-Inch Wafers Four-Inch Wafers
100/year 200/year 100/year 200/year

Capital Equipment (5 yr. amort.) 1150 575 1150 575
Laboratory Facility 800 400 800 400
Supplies (Chemicals, Photomasks) 400 200 450 225
Labor & Employee Overhead 60 60 75 75
Environmenta!/Toxic Disposal 20 15 25 20

Cost per Wafer at 100% Yield 2430 1250 2500 1295

Cost per Wafer at 80% Yield 3037.5 1562.5 3125 1618.75

5.5.0 Cost Summary

The following table is an estimate of cost per wafer of fully processed faceplates of
three inch and four inch diameter at a 100 and 200 wafer per year production level. Note
that these cost include idle equipment/workspace expenses at even the 200/year level.

Summary Costs of Epitaxial Phosphor Faceplates for Dedicated Facility

Three-Inch Wafers Four-Inch Wafers
100/year 200/year 100/year 200/year

Cost per Unreticulated Faceplate 5450 4240 6770 5400

Cost of Reticulation 3037.5 1562.5 3125 1618.75

Cost per Reticulated Faceplate 8487.5 5802.5 9895 7018.75
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I The following table is an estimate of cost per wafer of fully processed faceplates of
three inch and four inch diameter at a 100% utilization of facilities.

Summary Costs of Epitaxial Phosphor Faceplates for 100% FacilityB Utilization
i 

Three Inch Four Inch

YAG Wafer Crystal Growth 850 1200I YAG Wafer Polishing 265 285

Bare YAG Wafer Ready for Epitaxy i111 1485

Epitaxial Phosphor Faceplate (Unreticulated) 4240 5400I Photoreticulation 600 650

Reticulated Epitaxial Phosphor Faceplate 4840 6050

I

I
I
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U 6.0.0 RECOMMENDATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS

Ce:YAG epitaxial phosphor faceplates are capable of 2000 lumens light output in
either their reticulated or facet-textured form in a 2.75-inch diagonal raster. Higher ligh:
outputs can be obtained from larger diameter faceplates, but the largest available YAG
crystals are presently three-inches in diameter. Single crystals of YAG greater than three
inches in diameter can be obtained only after a further development of either the
Czochralski or HEMTm techniques.

Wafer flatness is a requirement for photolithographic reticulation over a large
diameter faceplate. Epitaxy requires a surface which is free of even the smallest scratch ordefect. Thus, polishing of YAG wafers to higher flatness and perfection would be a

suitable area for research.

The reticulation process involves etching in hot phosphoric acid. A rapid etching
rate has to be used to effect the reticulation before the etching mask is dissolved. This
technique is marginally successful, and defects are intrxouced into the faceplate as the mask
is undercut in some areas. Further research on alternative masking materials and etchingmethods is necessary.

Reticulation is most effective when there is a minimum in the ratio of the mesa top
to bottom area, but this pointed reticulation gives "ghost" images of the raster in the six-fods tyof the reticulation. This "ghostin " effect must still be quantified.

B~ ~ CeG3lOl C: G, red), Ce:Y3AI5012 (Ce:YAG, green), and ('
Ce:La2Be2O5 (Ce:BEL, blue), appear to be an appropriate trio of epitaxial phosphors for a
high intensity color projection display. Ce:BEL has not as yet been bonded to a CRT neck

Sassembly, so that its suitability as a faceplate materfial is still unknown. Research on such
bonding would be appropriate.

[] Th~~e growt of sag cr fsof Gd 5 12 as sbut: '•••'• -•._-,

faceplates would be a suitable area for research.

Further research on alternative masking materials and etching methods, and

quantification of the reticulation "ghosting effect, is also required.

Ce:Gd3AI5O12 (Ce:GdAG, red), Ce:Y3A15012 (Ce:YAG, green), and
Ce:La2Be2O5 (Ce:BEL, blue), appear to be an appropriate trio of epitaxial phosphors for a
high intensity color projection display. The growth of large crystals of Gd3Al5012 as
substrates for epitaxial red phosphor faceplates would be a suitable area for research.

The HEMTM method seems to be the most appropriate path to large diameter
crystals. This would require further development, as proposed by Crystal Systems, Inc.
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1.0 BACKGROUND

Tuident International, Inc =TI) has funded Optical Research Associates (ORA) to undertake

a study to determine the effects on the performance of a CRT of a change in faceplate mate-

rial from a relatively low index of refraction glass (Nd = 1.537) to Ytrium Aluminum Gar-

net (YAG) crystal with relatively high index (1.832). The two primary goals of the study3 are to (1) evaluate the effect of anti-reflection coatings in reducing reflection losses at the

glass boundaries and halation effects and (2) to determine the optimum index matching

fluid and analyze its effectiveness in producing an optically coupled system. Since ORA's

-prmary area of expertise is optical design and optical system engineering, and not coating

design, ORA sub-contracted the services of Bruce Reinbolt of Santa Barbara Applied

Optics (SBAO) to perform the coating portion of the study.

3_ 2.0 PROJECTION SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS

3 Since the phosphor is deposited or grown directly on the faceplate material, it is in optical

contact with the faceplate, eliminating most of the losses in injecting the emitted energy into3, the faceplate material. However, since the phosphor emits over a wide angular range, a

* significant portion of the energy can fall outside of the critical angle of the faceplate mate-

rial. For the older faceplate materials (index = 1.537), the critical angle is 40.60 into air.

Energy at angles greater than 40.60 is "waveguided" (totally internally reflected through
multiple bounces) radially out to the edge of the faceplate and lost to the system.

CRT projection systems commonly are designed for f numbers approaching F/1.0, and

possibly faster. In addition, due to the geometry of typical projection systems, the required

field of view is often 25° -30* half-angle, with an aperture stop location central to the pro-

jection lens to reduce distortion and aid field correction. As a result, chief ray angles (the

"central" ray of the optical bundle) are often steep at the focal plane (phosphor surface). It

is normal for the chief ray angle at the faceplate to exceed the object field chief ray angle for

air-coupled systems, and for optically coupled systems, for the chief ray angle to be nearly

twice as steep as the object field chief ray angle. Thus, for CRT projection systems with a

half field projection angle of 25°, the chief ray angle at the phosphor would be greater than

500, if it were in air, and is reduced to between 300 and 400 in the faceplate material. To this

must be added the angle due to the f number of the lens system, bringing the steepest ray

angle to greater than 700 equivalent in air or nearly 400 in the faceplate glass.

SEHFR04 I
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From this quic analysis, il can be seen hat the CRT projection system works at very steep

angles, and that air-glass boundaries can have a profound effect on the system perfor-

mance. It also indicates the reason why optically coupled or fluid coupled systems are in

use for projection systems. Fluids are often used to cool the CRT faceplate when very high

luminous output is required. In order to reduce the angles at which rays enter the faceplate-

coolant-window assembly, the strongly negative, rearmost field lens is used as the window

of the coolant chamber. The steepest bundles from the edge of the field ar incident upon

the curved front surface of the field lens at an incidence angle much closer to normal than is

the case with a flat coolant window. This benefits the transfer of energy, as the fluid then

reduces the index difference between the faceplate and the adjacent lens (no glass to air

boundary).

Several effects take place at the boundary of the faceplate and coolant fluid which affect

system performance. These are all related to the reflection and scattering losses at the inter-

face. Energy scattered or reflected at the faceplate/coolant boundary are manifested as hala-

tion of the image or as contrast decrease due to broad angle scattering. Halation is probably

due to the first reflection from the boundary to the phosphor surface and back to the bound-
ary, where it is mostly transmitted as a defocused image of the source. Optimization of the

characteristics of this boundary is discussed in section 5.0.

3.0 OPTICAL EFFECTS OF YAG FACEPLATES

When the index of the faceplate is increased from the original 1.537 to that of YAG

(1.832), the critical angle becomes approximately 33°. This would imply that a YAG face-

plate in air would tend to put out significantly less power than a lower index faceplate,

since the angular distribution of the energy inside the faceplate is similar, but the part which

can pass through into the air is limited to 330 instead of the 40°+ of the lower index face-

plate. Stating it differently, for the same f number optical system, the solid angle in the

faceplate is smaller for the higher index material, and therefore, a smaller cone of the emit-

ted energy is injected into the optical system. The magnitude of this decrease in screen

irradiance is NI 2/N2
2 - 0.70, or a drop of 30%.

This would only hold true if the source in both faceplates were perfectly matched to the

faceplate index, so that no boundary was encountered in passing from the phosphor into

the faceplate. However, if a boundary (differential index) exists, then the difference in

screen inadiance would not be seen, as the source output characteristics would be modified

equivalently to the lens f number, cancelling the effect.
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It would seem that this effect is independent of whether the lens system is optically coupled

I or not and this would indicate that the optimum faceplate material is the one with the lowest

possible index, in order to maximize the collected energy.

The effectiveness of fluids in coupling the faceplate to the optical system is also dependent

on the faceplate index, with higher index fluids required to efficiently couple higher index

faceplates. This will be discussed in more depth later in this report.

4.0 PROJECTION LENS SYSTEMS

In order to evaluate the effects of the high index faceplate material on the optical system,

"ORA requested that TI! supply a typical lens system from an existing projection system to

use for the analysis. T. forwarded a patent supplied by US Precision Lens Corporation to

be used for this purpose. TI expressed interest primarily in optically coupled systems, in

I which the CRT faceplate is coupled to the lens system through the use of a index matching

fluid.

I ORA used the patent (U.S. Patent 4,900,139, included as Appendix A) to generate models

of lens systems for analysis. Two different configuration were modeled: one with an air

gap between the field lens and the flat faceplatc/coolant assembly, and the other with the

field lens in optical contact (through a fluid) with the faceplate. Both lenses from the patent

Swere poorly corcted from the patent data, but were reoptimized by releasing taspheric

coefficients and several variable airspaces to hold first order properties (focus and magnifi-

cation).

Figure 1 shows the optically coupled model and Figure 2 shows a projection lens with a

flat window on the coolant chamber and an air gap to the field lens. Correction is signifi-

cantly better with the second, air-spaced design due to the fact that it has three aspheric,

plastic elements and an additional degree of freedom in the bending of the field lens. How-

ever, both are representative of types of lenses used in fast CRT projection systems. Ray

angles are steeper in the faceplate for the optically coupled system, but incidence angles are

shallower at the coolant window interface. These designs are used in the analysis which

follows.

5.0 ANALYSIS OF YAG FACEPLATE PERFORMANCE

In order to reduce reflection loss at the YAG faceplate fluid interface, two approaches were

investigated. This involved (1) varying the refractive index of the coolant fluid, or (2)

coating the faceplate with a matching layer. It will be seen that either adding a matching
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layer or increasing the index of the cooling fluid can reduce the reflection losses to that of

the current 13537 index faceplate systems or better.

The spectral performance of the original faceplates are calculated, as well as the perfor-

mance of the YAG faceplates with various index fluids and coatings. The nomenclature

used is as shown below:

Faceplate Fluid Window
I I

nl I n2 I n3
I I

R1<- I R2<--- I
I I

alpha I -- > I alpha 2 -->I

where RI is the reflection at the faceplate/fluid boundary, and

R2 is the reflection at the fluid/window boundary.

The index of the current phosphor faceplate is 1.537 used with a fluid of index 1.41 and a

front panel of 1.572. The reflections at the interfaces for this system are RI = 0.2% and
R2 a 0.3%. Changing the faceplate to YAG increases the index to about 1.83, which

results in an RI = 1.6%. By changing the index of the fluid, the value of RI can be

reduced as shown in Figure 3. An index of at least 1.6 would be required to restore the RI

values of the current system. The reflection losses for the YAG system become worse with

angle as shown in Figure 4, but again can be improved with increasing fluid index. An

alpha 1 of 330 was used as the incidence angle at the faceplate fluid interface based on

information from Trident.

Since it may be difficult to attain an appropriate fluid with the proper index, the other option

is to coat the faceplate with a single layer matching film. A film of index nf would be posi-

tioned as shown below:

Faceplate Fluid Window
I I I

nl Inf1 n2 I n3
I I I

RI<- I I R2<--I
I I I

alpha I -> I I alpha 2 -->I

where nf is the matching single layer coating.
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Chwosing an index of approximately 1.6 will reduce the reflection at one wavelength as

shown in Figure 5 and 6. The performance of a thin film interference coating varies as a
function of wavelength, which is shown in Figure 7 for nf - 1.6 at 0 and 330 incidence on
the YAGAirm interface. A film of this type is normally deposited at temperatures of 2000 C
to 3000C to improve its durability. It would be more efficient to deposit this film prior to
bonding the faceplate if processing conditions ame not hostile to the coating. A possible
candidate for the film would be A1203. There are other materials between 1.5 and 1.7
which may also be possibilities. For instance, the performance of SiO, which has an index
of 1.7 and is very durable, is shown in Figure 8. This material may be even more appro-
priate for the optically coupled systems with steeper angles than those modeled here.

6.0 CHROMATIC FILTERS

An additional question was raised as to whether thin film spectral filters could be used to
modify the performance of the YAG faceplate, shown in Figure 9 (provided by Trident via
fax on 10/09/91), to an F-53 (green) or a P-22 (red). Figure 10 shows the spectral distri-
bution of the the current, lower index faceplate, also provided by Trident (fax, 10/11/91).

It is possible to produce distributions similar to the P-23 (blue) in Figure 10 for the red and
green filters. This would require that the spectral range performance for the green and red
filters be defined with wavelength and transmittance tolerances for systen-to-system varia-
tion. Filter glasses would, however, be the best choice for this application, as they would

not suffer from the angular dependencl/, thin film filters. They would also be measurably
less expensive to produce in the required 4 inch diameters than their thin film counterparts.

Using optical thin film filters, it is possible to divide and/or isolate certain portions of the
YAG spectral response. Shown as sketched lines on the Figure 9 YAG spectral distribu-
tion curve are two edge filters. These are simple thin film designs, but they have several
drawbacks in this application. The incidence angles on filters with current designs will
range over at least 300. The cut-off edge of any thin film filter shifts toward shorter wave-
length as the angle increases, resulting in a color variation of the output. This phenomenon

does not occur with filter glass.

The surface to be coated would be at least 4 inches in diameter, and if a narrow spectral

spike is required, such as that shown in Figure 10 for the P-22 (red) band, with rigid spec-
tral requirements, it would result in a low volume, low yield (expensive) part.
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To reduce non-uniformity in the coating thickness, it is desirable that the filter be coared on

a flat surfsce. If the optical design requires that the coating be placed on a strongly curved

surface, cost can be expected to increase. Coating yields for multilayer filters are are typi-

cally lower than those for anti-reflection coatings.

7.0 CONCLUSIONS

ORA, with the help of Bruce Reinbolt of SBAO, has analyzed the characteristics of CRT

faceplates to evaluate the effects of using a high index YAG material. Uncoated and with

poorly index-matched fluids, reflection losses at the faceplate/fluid interface arc nearly an

order of magnitude greater than for current, low index faceplates.

From an optical performance viewpoint, low index faceplates may perform better than high
index faceplates in energy collection, if the phosphor is index matched to the faceplate.

The halation effects that were seen in the original test plates were probably caused by the

high reflection losses at the YAG/fluid (or YAG/air, if observed) interface. Reduction of

this reflection can be accomplished by increasing the fluid index from 1.41 to between 1.58

and 1.75. It can also be improved by using the existing fluid if a film of index 1.5 to 1.7 is
placed on the YAG faceplate. Implementing either of these solutions will increase the effi-

ciency of the system to some degree by reducing reflection losses and decreasing halation

effects.

Ietbmatic filtering of the spectral output of the phosphor is probably accomplished most
effectively by filter glass materials, which ame much less angularly sensitive than thin film

filters.

EHFR04 6
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lens: and a weak power corrector lens element having at
COLOR CORRECTED PROJECTION LENS least ace asphenc surface that significantly improves

the higher order sag::.ai flare aberration is positioned
RELATbED APPLICATION etween the second and third lens units.

This is a contnuauon of application Set. No. " The first two elements of the second lens unit form a
07/046.026 filed May I1. 1917 now abandoned. color correcting doublet of overall mentcus shape con-

cave to the Image side.FIELD OF THE INVENTION An object of this Invention is to provide a new and
This invento relates to projection lenses for cathode improved color corrected lens for cathode ray tube

ray tuses and. more particularly, relates to such lenses 10 projection which provides enhanced image quality
which are color corrected. while maintaining a large relative aperture and wide

BACXGROUND~~Fw O TH INE INfild.BACKGROUD OF THE INVENTION tof is invention is to provide a new

In projection television systems. it is common prec- and improved color corrected lens for cathode ray tube
.da to uise three cathode ray tuba (CR's) of differ. 15 projection which maintaum enhanced image quality
ent colors, namely, red. blue and green. Utilizing three thoughout a wide range of maWnifcatons.
monochromauc CRTs does not require a color cor. The features of the Invention which are believed to be

ected lens for normal usage. Examples of such lenses novel are paricularly pointed out and disutnctlyare shown in U.S. Pat. Nos. 4.300.817. 4.348.081 and claimed in the concluding portion of the specification.4,526.442. 20 The invention, however. together with further objects
In practice, the phosphors of the three differently and advantages thereof. may best be appreciated by

colored CRTs emit polychromatically with the green reference to the following detailed description taken in
phosphor having significant side bands in blue and red. conjunction with the drawings.
This chromatic spread can effect the image quality.
particularly in situations where high resolution Is of 25 BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
prime concern. Where there is to be a data display or FIGS. 1-4 are schematic side elevations of lenses
large magnification. this color spread manifests itself as which may embody the invention.
loweren rmage contrast and visible color fringing.

The degree of color correction required in the lenses DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF PREFERRED
for these applications depends on the intended applica. 30 EMBODIMENTS OF THE INVENTION
non of the lenses.

In genen. for lower resolution systems. such as for Different projection lenses embodying the inventionthe projection of typical broadcast television. good are set forth in Tables I-X and exemplified in the draw-
color optical performance out to three cycles per milli- inp.
metr as measured by the modulation transfer function V; In the drawingts, the lens units are identified by the
(MTF) is adequate. In these cases, partial color coffec. reference G followed by successive arabic numerals.6on may be adequate. For data display via red. green except that a corrector lens unit is designated by theand blue inputs (ROB). and for high definition televi- reference CR: lens elements are Identified by the refer-
sic. good performance out to ten cycles per millimeter. ence L followed by successive arabic numerals from theas measured by the MTF. may be required, and total .0 image to the object end. Surfaces of the lens elementscolor correction then becomes necessary. are identified by the reference S followed by successive

The requirement for partial or total color correction arabic numerals from the image to the object end. Thealways complicates an optical design problem. In pro. reference SC denotes the screen of a cathode ray tube.
Weton television. It is of vital concern not to alleviate while the reference C denotes a liquid optical couplerthis difficulty by relaxing important system specifica. 4.5 between the screen SC and the overall lens. In the em-

tion. such as field coverage, lens speed, and relative bodiments of FIGS. I and 2. the coupler C controutes
illumination. Additionally. it is often desirable that the optical power as hereinafter explained.
lenses be capable of high 'Per-ormance over a 'ignificant In all disclosed embodiments of the invention, the
rnge of magnifications. A typical front projection re- first lens unit 01 comprises an element Li of positive
quarement might be from a magnification 0f ;0x to so power and has at least one asphenc surface defined by
6OX. This further complicates the optical design, the equation:

Accordingly. the present invention provides a new
and improved projection lens for a cathode ray tube of DO -
high definition while nauntaining a wide field angle and - - . - , )9
large relative aperture. The invention also provides a !5
CRT projection lens that maintains a high level of E÷ - Fta - Gr1O - H~t1 - 1,14
image quality over a wide range of magnifications. for
example. tOX to 60X or greater. where x is the surface sag at a semi-aperture distance y

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION from the axis A of the lens. C is the curvature of a lens
o0 surface at the optical axis A equal to the reciprocal ofBriefly stated. a lens embodving the invention in one the radius at the optical axis. K is a conic constant andform thereof consists from the image side a first lens unit D. E. F. G. H and I are asphenc coefficients of corre-which is a positive element with at least one aspheric spondingly fourth through fourteenth order.

surface, a three element lens unit consisting of a bacon. Reference is now made to FIG. 1. which discloses acave element, a biconvex element and another positive 05 lens embodying the invention. The lens of FIG. I comn-
cOfPOonent. in that order: a third lens unit having a . pises three lens units. 01. G2. and G3. as seen from thestrongly concave image side surface and which serves n image side or the projection screen (not shown). Lensas a fwild flattener and to correct the Petzval sum of the unit G1 consists of a single element L1 having two
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aspheric surfaces. Lens unilt G2 consists of a color cor. is given under the heading Np The dispersion of each
retcingi doublet L2 and L3 Of weak total optical pwr lens element as measured b% its Aboc numr'er is civen
which is closely spaced to a oiconvex element L4. Len,. b% \VD. EFL. is the equivalent focal ten;:in c't tfl lens

unit 03 comprises an element having a concave image and the semi field angl .e is set forth. F/No is the retail% e
side surface, and a liquid coupler which opticafll cou. aperture of the lens, and the aperture stop i.. inaicated in

ples the lens to the faceplate CS 0" a cathode rav tube relation to a surface. The &sphleric surtacv, of the lens

The construction of the coupler is disclosed and elements are inl accordance with the coefficients set

claimed in co-pendtng U.S. application Ser. No. 620.266 forth in the foregoing aspheric: equation
filed Jan. 17. 1986. The coupler C comprises a housing The following Tables also set forth the macnification
which defines a peripheral wall which is sealed against to (M) of the image as an inverse function of' ine obiect.
CRT faceplate CS. The housing has a window at the and the diagonal of the CRT for which the lens is' de-U other side which is closed b%. a meniscus element L6 signed. The dimension for the diagonal is for tne phos-
having a strongly concave image side surface. Lens unit phor raster of the CRT screen. The raster ma% vary for
G3 provides correction for field curvature and contrib- different CR-Ta having a nominal dia-gonaiI
uses to reduction of Petzval sum. Coupler C is filled 1!TBLIwith a liquid having an index of refraction close to theTAL I
index of refraction of element L6 and the CRT face- AXIAL

5lt.Tu. ufc 12 of element L6 does not have to DIST A 'CE

be highly finished. The material of element L6 may be SUSR~I mSRFACE~ BETWE \

a plastic material such as acrylic or. as specified in Table :o

1. may be glass havinj spherical surfaces. Element L5 is L I I 4

a corrector, which is positioned between lens units 02 s:- o,.s.

and G3 and as exemplified in Table 1. has two aspheric-
surfaces. 

laICorrector element L5 is positioned with respect to :5 L: S- i;

lens unit G2 such that the marginal axial rays OA inter- n ,

sec surface S9 thereof at a height substantially less than i: ..

the clear aperture of the lens. while allowing the dimen. LSI ~ ~~sion above the height H to be configure;- so Correct forSc..,
aberrations due to oil-axis rays. In f IG. 1. the marginal 30 S,
axia rays AR ame indicated in full line, while the off-axis L4"
trays OA are indicated in short broken line. T1he correc- St 2!53 441I Oto element Ui is configured and spaced from lens unit SQ -M P4 O
G2 to permnit the central portion thereof up tothe height V5 10(1'. J~ -
H to be utilized to aid in correction of aperture depen- 35 Sic )5.023o
denit aberrations and for this reason. 1.5 should be 3 4:0Iwithin a distance D2C/Fo where D2c is the axial spacing L6 OC' -I 69 .UJ00
between lens unit 02 and corrector element L5. and Fri st: -70013
is the equivalent focal length (EFL) of the lens. C igoun i ii *.n

In all case. The corrector lens unit CR where used is .10 Si". Plant,
shaped to contribute to correction of spherical aberra- (/%o . I: CRT Diapomae 161~ mmItwit in the center and to contribute to correction of EFL - 1o*9 mm !1mr inca.,..7~t~ - -ut

off-axi aberations toward the ends. These off-axIs SCuI-Wmd . :4* Ap~uetimr ait is Otxj mm jlue S'

Aber-rations are sagittal oblique spherical. coma and Au$*hem Smnarte; Si. S1. S9. Si0
45t1U~~ Si S2 5LILenses as shown in FIG. 1 are described in the pree- -0.2310 i'Kt- -0 1901 i0 o -,~~ _ - IC-

*scriptons or Tables l and 11. The lens or Table II a E -0.3t1 A to- Ic -0.23': - to-: -031:4 in'-
the same form but Is not optically coupled to the CRT F 0.1117 x 10-14 0 1W4 - to- s4 -o iai itý

salee S. -04454 x to-"I -0.3971 , to-! 0.251A to "0

scee S. 0.741 X i t-- 0.40111 X io0 0.1.1-13

'anseas shown in FIG. 2aredescribed in the pre. 50 1 -0.3879 x t-O' -Oe.iq . ID-:t -0 -f

WcitOWs Of Table IV. V. VI, VII and VIII. In the SID
lensesof Tables VI and VII the coupler C hall no optical D 0. 171 to-0
power. E -&6M o- I
.- Lenses as shown in FIG. 3 are described ut the pre- o.tsss A 10-14

scraptsons of Tables LX and X. These lieases are aw 55 0 0.1667 X lo- 1
Spaced from the CR.T screen SC. The screen SC is H 0 1056X 10-3
shown as compnong two outer plates with a coolant -. 15X102

kAles as shown in FIG. 4 is descrbed in the prescrp- TABLE 11
0n1n of Table XI. Here, there is no corrector CR. and 6oAXA
the second beconvex element Of the second lens unit n AXISALC

split into two elemnts. SUFAE ISTWNEi

In the following tables. the lens elements are idtenti- LENS Atmm SURFACE 10 Emm% \ '

fled from the inag end to the Object end by the refer- Si 195-11.
elsl L followend successively by an arablic numeral. 6s Li 17 300 t1s9t

Lassuracs ae ieuzifedby the reference S followed Z -314

by Wn arabW umeral successively from the smare to the 41.360
objeyct end. The index of refraction of easch leselmn 5 32 -29.tu3=*ket L .110 161
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TABLE Ii-continued TABLE II I-continuced

GI -21I6 W ,4064 W

S41 13- A:5807'-: 06: i.:

St. - I0.2".

SLRAC 6111 E EE\

L S- - 20 CR" DGg a -u2m SI Ih;
of 10 H to-

j SIO -2114911:
______________________0 ___ TABL 1vJ

-05.1: GOL -075 I D0' 0240~I~'ISTANC

CR 04895ma - 10114 0112 If'' -0A~ Ifl

50114114 IO~ s -0.5G .: AM- 0%1ox5 5

D -0-30"s I-e -02% 10-: 0o~ 1111 to It.:

01120~~C In 1S! M-!.

Focuimnk Da,., -1u S : 0
510 EFL immi Diemm) DIOImm' %I 420c

___________________________________________ 11 0 Sb - 14! .:75

D) 0.14113 A 10-! II IP)
* E -0.3031 x to-* 130.3 44.87 39.69 -.-0992 So -SI I1'

F -0.8927 x 10-44 135.0 43.22 3000Q -0500 0S 6 o I !1:0S30 -0.3316 x ::j16 131.: s is7 212 -. 016! slI -3.09 1e(.30:
14 0.303 x l0-1 9 46

TAL IIC 7.530 1 410 600no
________ TABLE_________III____ SIA Plaow

AXIAL. f/%o -1.0 CRT Diagonal - 'a s win
DISTANCE ~EL-0.m ptr as1.5matf~

SURFACE DETWEEN 0 EL6.mm Aauempa12 mascV3LENS RADII isms SURFACES Imini Ne V seswiem a 2
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Pennissable in vieA of the spacing D,::'F,,%. i2:n; c,
than 0.2. Thus the spacing Di:, Fni will be a iunciwon %Ii

TABLE X1 the axial Optical power of the firt lens unit The ics~rrh
A.ILthe Optical Power of the first lens unit. trie crc.:L. In,: L

DISTANCE Spacing D&:Fto may be.ISLRFACt BEWE The optical power of the doublet consistinc of L21 in A
L EN S RADII am~. SLRFACES iim... N.: L3 IS 3ll embodiMents is very weak

. I u The axial Spacing between'Li3 and the rtosser cer-neull
LI 400 401 ~- L4 is verv small, less than one tenth of one per cent f'

S: -4: W, :0 IOU( the EFL or the lens
S5 -M!!0The Power Of the corrector element CR as a ratio ici

6s01 1-t teMW fte esiswa ad
15~ C:h oe o h es swa

UI-!31s 1350 W 1I !114a Thus an%. chanGe in index of refraction of the corrector SC

0.2100element due to temperature does not adversl\ t~ the S

S,:o 1. focus of the lens. CIL4 I'o) ~ 'I Table XIII &ets forth the spacing Of eiement Li and clI '0 L2. O::/Fn. and also the spacing of the coryecl-or ek-_ as
S4 11 211Wment from the second lens unit Dzc/Fo. together wkithiS! iif, AN 85) 15,1 a the ratio of the powers of L2 and L3 to the rost Cr of thi:s

s5th -14200 -t J~ens.

sit - if&46ý4 . I TABLE XiII
5;: ABL- U F U: Ifc

f 1 !AAAG . 1 C R T D a ap oa a - 1 2 s a U U itihmi
EFL - ilia ttgnlia"Ii~caoi - .026) -.0 m aa 3a ~ .. iSemfigrild - W- Avenute stop is 5.053mm after 55 %4: A~i~
Astifscri Surface Si1. S.. 5'. S1,Si11. S Ifnc

Si 5. It ~ :4: -i0oi
D -09%a'.io -:33 VIII wi.t~S. ~ iE 03~ -t 03447 t0- -0.1631 *to- 3. ~ IN ~ i :

alat X to- 0.2801 Xto- If 0..40S 03 fC
0.2021 v 10- -0 1241 W lIn- -0.7613 wo:4f

sl sit S12 The Color Correcting doublet of the second lens unit pa

0I13 to- -0-3167 W t 40 is desifned to provide the necessary color correcuon

o.0 t0-: 0703le 10-1, 01630 .. 0-:1 tion transfer functions of ten cvcles/millimeter over S-0O910bA, 10-:'l -01 10*i-:' _0. l~il lo- most Of the field, In these examples. the absolute optical a C
43 power of the biconcave element L2 and the first bicon. u

th vex a C leens.3acgetr hnteotca oe fiTable X11 sets forth the powmr KI, Ken. KcX and thveral e lemen U r rae ta h piclpwroKCR of the lens wilts of each of the examples as a ratio The lens of Table XI Provides an MTF of 6.3 cycles/. aof the power of the overall lens. milmtradteebdmen fTbe VVI
TABLE XlI S0 Provide 5.0 cyeles/millimeter. tTASL K0 1 /lK, KWK K0IJK 0  KCIt The lens of Table X1 and FIG. 4 utiltzes a two ele.

.3 --144 - 1.03.1 :A8 ent power component L4 and LS where L4 is acrylic t1=039 - 1.149 =3 and has two &spheric surfaces, and has an axial pow'erI 1 .317 .11161 -11 .124 which is about 21% Of L5. The EFLis of the lenses as S* V .32 4831 -1.219 -. 1011 5S set forth In the Prescripotios MAY vary as the lens is i
Vt .4" .75 -.5 -831 -112 focused for varius projecton distances and magnifica-VII .479 7803 .30 -. 139 bons

Vill .dll .109 -1.97S MA3 rte lenses of Tables I and III are dsgned o rnIX 34 .94 - 1.149 -09$ prcinAt Predetermined distances and provideX .7 .4 -1.019 -09 - 60mage/Object magn111ifications; of 16.4x and 31.5 <~ re- I
Xl ~ 1.09 -1013 - -spectively.

The lens of Table 11 is also designed for front protec.
It will be seen that the corrector element CR has little Wtio and has a range of magnifications lox to 60) .,.'ToOptical Power. Its primary purpose is to provide focus for varying Image ditances elements L3-LSallpheri surfaces for correction of abierratlions. 65 move in the same direction with the corrector LU may-enA mbodiments, except that of Table XI. all ele- ing differentially to correct for aberrationks introducedtMnsof lens unit 02 are glass With SPherical surfaces, by movement of lens unit G1 and 02. In FIG. 1. the

md thuas avoid focus drift wlth tamperatume focusing movement of elements LI-LA is shown by the
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arrow F and the focusing movement of element LS is rector lens unit moves atxallv in th'e Sain direction but
shown by the arro%% Ft. at a differential rate

The lenses of Taoiles IX and X are also designed ana S The Jens of ciaim 3 % here saio daement , jido fir-
have magnifications of 10 . to 60 • Here elements lens unit has to aspheric surface!.LI-LS move axialhy for focusing with LI moving difr . 6 The Jens of ciaim 3 where the axial mar.zzi• ra3C fetrnaally at a lesser raT This differential movement traced from the ionc conjugate Intersect . surt,.•e

dcorrects for aberrations introduced by the focusing said corrector Jens unit substantiali% beioo,% ine cit.i-
movement of elements LI-LS. In FIG. 3. the focusine aperture of said Image side surface
movement of elements L2-LS is shown by the arrow F 7 The lens of claim I where said eJement o, said fir,'

i .f while the differential movement of element L I is shown it. lens unit has t1%o asphenc surfaces
by the arrow FD 5 The lens of cilaim I where said first and second len,

0, The lenses of Table IV-VIII are designed for rear units move axiialy in the same direction at diImerenti.,,projection and in some cases are provided with focusing rates to vary the focus of said lens
capability dependent on the magnification required for 9 The lens of claim S% where the axial spacing be-the sie of the viewing screen. That as. the same lens I tween said first lens unit and said second lens unit is
may be used for a forty or fifty inch diagonal viewing
screen. 04>D.ý,F,>O

The lens of Table X1 does not use a corrector element
CR as shown in the other embodiments. but does in- where Di: is the distance between the first ano secondd clude a weak meniscus L4 having two aspheric surfaces 20 lens units and Fn is the equ* ialent focal lengtn of uzi
as a part of the second lens unit G2 lens.

It may thus be seen that the objects of the invention 10. The lens of claim I where said posite lens com-
set forth as well as those made apparent from the fore- portent is also biconvex
going descnption are efficiently attained While pre- 11. The lens of claim I where all element% 01 saioferred embodiments of the inveniton have been set forth 25 second lens unit have spherical surface,
for purposes of disclosure. modification of the disclosed 12. The lens of claim I wherein said corrector Jen,embodiments of the invention as well as other embodi. has two aspheric surfaces, said corrector lens unit bein.:
ments thereof may occur to those skilled in the art aMially spaced from said second lens unit a aistancc
Accordingly. the appended claims are intended to
cover all of the embodiments of the invention and mod,. 30 . i>
fications to the disclosed embodiments which do not
depart from the spmrt and scope of the invention. where D:c is the axial distance between said biconvetHaving described the invention, what is claimed is: element and said biconvex lens and Fn is the equivalent1. A projection lens for use in combination with a foal length of said lens.
cathode ray tube where the projection lens is closely 35 13. A projection lens for use in combination with i- coupled to the cathode ray tube. said lens comprmnsi cathode ray tube where the projection lens is ciojel,,
from the tmage end a first lens unit of positive optical coupled to the cathode ray tube. said lens comprising
power having at least one asphenc surface and contnb- from the image end a first lens unit of positive opticaln aim| to correction of aperture dependent aberrations, a power having at least one aspheric surface and conmnb.

i second lens unit providing a majority of the positive 40 uting to correction of aperture dependent aberrations. .ij. ~power of said lens. and a third lens unit having a second lens unit providing a majority of the postttre
-r stMronly concave image side surface which provides power of maid lens. and a third lens unit having i.Co rrecuon for field curvature and Petzval sum of other strongly concave Image side surface which provide%units of sad leas. sad second lens unit consisting from correction for field curvature and Petzval sum of otherif the image end of a biconcave element, a biconvex cle. 45 units of said lens. said second lens unit consisting from

meat and a positive component. said biconcave element the matge end of a biconcave element, a biconvex ele-and sid biconvex element forming a color correcting ment and a positive component, said biconcave elementdoublet and being of overall menuscus shape concave to and said first biconvex element forming a color correct.
the iae end. said color correcting doublet being axi- ing doublet and being of overall meniscus shape con-
Ally spaced from said positive component a distance less 50 cave to the magle end. said positive component com-

Sthan 0.01 of the equivalent focal length of said lens. prligng two elementt, one of said elements of said posi.:r 2. The lens of claim 1 where said doublet is axially tive component having two &spheric surfaces and being
Ls spaced from said first lens unit at least 0. 1 of the equiva- of meniscus shape.i ' 1=11 focal length of mid lens. 14. The lens of claim 13 where said doublet is spaced- 1 3. The leWS of caim 1 further includiag a corrector 55 from said first lens unit at least 0.1 of the focal length ofea unit of weak optical power having two aspheric said lets.It j suriae positoed between said second and third lens 15. A projection lens for use in combination with a
te units, said correor lens unit being axially spaced from cathode ray tube where the projection lens is closelyaid second lens unit a distance coupled to the cathode ray tube. said lens comprising

60 from the iuage end a first'lens unit of positive optical
O4>4D.-/Fo>O' power having at least one asphenc surface and contrib.0. units to correction of aperture dependent aberrations.where D is the &ai spacing distance between said said first lens unit crnsissung of a single element, a sec-

econd lens unit and said corrector element and F0 is the and lens unit providing a majority of the positive powerid equivalent focal length of said lens. 65 of said lens, and a third lens unit having a strongly)"e, 4. The len of claim 3 where said lens has a variable concave image side surface which provides correctione 12magificatio, said first and said second lens units move for field curvature and Petzval sum of other units of said
axially in fixed relatio" to focus said lens and said cor- lens. said second lens unit comprising from the imageI

I
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adabcnaeelement aai b iconvext Clement and sai wher DCN5U is hed distance between the first and SCcOntJ face

convex element iorintin 3 color correcting doublet and lens urIbeing of overall menisocti %nape concave to the image 26 The lens of claim 22 %here saic posit- e tCn%, rect,

end. and A Corrector lens Unit Of weak Optical Power ncflfl is also oiconvex or

hiaving at least one aspner'tc surface positioned between 21 The lens of claim .12 unere allI veieeni. oi said

said second and third Jens units. said corrector lens unit second Jens unit nave spnericai sut~e said

being auially spaced from said second Jens unit a di,.- 28. The Jens of claim 212 where said first ien' urn: lion

laclU 29 The lens of claim 22 wnriet said corrector kicl um, of s

04>DC *n>O 11 moves differentiall% 36
30. A protiection lens for use in combination %iifln. cons

where D~c is the axial spacing distance between said cathode raY tube where the projection Jens is ciosel' 3

second Jens unit and said corrector element and FO is coupled to the cathode ray tube. said lens comprisint: seco

the equivalent focal length of said lens from the Image end a first lens unit of posit-ve optical 36
16. The lens of claim 1S where said element of said powerT having at least one atspheric surface and contrib- cath

frsnt lens unit has two asphenc surfaces. uiling to correction of aperture dependent aberration%. .i cour

17. The lens of claim 1S where said Jens has a variable second Jens unit Providing a majorit'. of the pos.Itist franr
magnification, said first and said second Jens units move Power Of said Jens, and -a third len's unit h~ivin ic apOA.

axially in fixed relation to focus said lens and said cor- s trong~ly concave Image side surface which pro% ide, unim

rector lens element moves axially in the same direction correction for field curvature and PetiVal sum of Other said'

but at a differential rate. units of said ltens, Said second lens unit compristnic iron ~ con,

IS. The lens of claim 15 where said first and second the image end a biconcave element, a bicon%. ex clement vidi:

lens units move axially in the same direction at differen- and a Positive element. said biconca' e element and s.aid secccItial rates to vary the 'focus of said lens -. biconvext element forminig a color correcting ooublici men

19. The lens of claim 15 where said positive element and being of overall meniscus. shape conc~ave lo ill, lens

is also biconvex. Image end. and a corrector lens unit of weakij opttjua

20. The lens of claim 15 where all elements of said Power having at least one aspheric sufc oItica, cur'

seco d le s u it h ve s hercal urfa es.betw een said second and third lens units. said correcior s

21. The lens of claim 1S where the axial marginal rays ýolens unit being axially spaced from said second lens unit bicc
traced from the long conjugate intersect the image side a distance dlen
surface of said corrector lens unit substantially below mer

the clear aperture of said limage side surface. 04DCove
22. A projection lens for use in combination with a 35 where D!C is the amal spacinst distance betw'een said con

cathode ray tube where the projection lens is closely bet%
coule wth cthdera tbe.sad en crrpitsng second lens unit and said corrector element and F,,is the and

rouplhed cathoede ray frtubs lens cnto pseomprising equivalent focal length of said lens. said

fowro thevimagen a rt leas ne sph sunirfapcie an optical 31. The lens Of claim 30 where said first lens unit ray!
havngatleat neasperc urfcean cotrb- consists Of a single element having two aspheric sur. con

uting to correction of aperture dependent abeirrationrs, a 40 faCis al
second lens unit providing a majority of the positive 32. The lens of claim 30 where said positive element atha

power of Laid lens. and a third lens unit having a is also biconvex. that

strngl cocav imge idesuracewhih povies 33. The lens of claim 30 where all elements of said coT
correction for field curvature and Pet~zval sum of the second lens unit have spherical surfaces.to
other maits of said lens. said second len unit comprising g5 34. A projection lens for use in combination with a lenl

element and a positive lens element, said biconcave coupled to'the cathode ray tube. satd lens comprisingfi th2mg n iocv lmnabcne ahd a ueweetepoeto esi lsl t
element and said biconvex element forming a color from the image end a first lens unit of weak optical of!
correcting doublet and beiing of overall meniscuis shape power having at least one aspheric surface and contrib- d

cocve to the image end. a corrector lens unit post- So utang to correction of aperture dependent aberrations. a cot
tioned between said second and third lents units, said second lens unit providing a majority of the positive 4

lens having a variable focus and said first lews unit. said power of sad Iens. sad second lens unit being spaced cat
second lens unit211. and said corrector lens unit being mov. from said farst lens unit at least 0.1 of the equivalent cot
Able- siially in the same direction to change the focus of focal Length of the lens. and a third lens unit having a frc

MWIloeo said fust len unit and said corrector 55 etn lYcnaeiment aid surface which providesCa

men: ua absolute optical power greater than the and a positive element. said biconcave element and said a
power osadlams. 60bcne lmn ~MM:&color correcting doublet cc

X4 The lens of claim 22 where said first lens unit and being Of overall menisus shape concave to theta
consists of a single element having two aspheric sur- image end. and a corrector lens unit of weak optical th

faces. oe positioned between said second and third ieiw.. W'
25. The lens Of claim 22 where the axial spacing be- said corrector lens unit having at least one aspheric bi

tween said firs: lens unit and said second len Uni is 65 surface, the Configuration and the positioning of said ar
corrector lens element from said second lens unit being iniI_>l/0Q such that the axa marginlW rays from said second lens PC

unit As traced from the long conjugate intersect a sur- th
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face of said corrector iens unit at a heght H from th8 lens unit from said second tens unit being sucn Mfat tfi
optical axis of said lens tnal is less than the clear aler- axial marginai :as frorm sami secend icns unit a' traz.:'
lure of said suriace of Laid corrector lens unit. said cot- from the Ion; conjuga'e ifnter.ect i suri.ce 0SL :,-.
rector lens suriace being configured to contribute ti rector lens unit at a net:nt H irC, m me orticica iis ,correction of ap~erture dependent aberration, witlhin s•aid itens that it. iess than' the ¢1itr anetture ot ýji_- z,•Slud eight H. said surface of $&to corrector lens beyond lace of said cerrector jers unit. wia corrector jen"..•-1
said heig~ht Hbeing configured to contrioute to co rrt,:- face being configuredl o contrioute to correction.,
tion of aberrations due to off-axis rays aperture cepenoeni aberaions tttnin sad hetc..: H

35. The lens of claim 34 wherein said positive elemen- said surface of said corrector lens t'c' ond ý,id Hc::' II
of said second lens unit is biconvex 10 being configured to contribute to correction of aoecr.J

34. The lens of claim 34 where said corrector lens unit lions due to off-axis ra% sconsisu of a single element 42'. The lens of claim 41 , heretoin aid positi, r ecmcr,37. The lens of chum 34 where all elements of said of sid second lens unit is oiconves
second lens unit have spherical surfaces. 43. The lens of claim 41 where said corrector lens unr

A3. A protection lens for use in combination with a 15 consists of a single element
cathode ray tube where the pro.tection lens is ciosel% 44. The lens of claim 41 Ahere said biconcaa e tic -
coupled to the cathode ray tube. said lens comprising ment has an absolute oprtical poa'sr greater tnrtn tn
from the image end a first lens unit of positive optical power of said lens ana -id bicona es etement n.• .it
power having at least one asphenc surf•-- and contriki-
uting to correction of aperture dependeti aberrations. 20 lens
said first lens unit comprising a front meniscus element 45 The lens of claim 41 where said biconca'e tic-.convex toward the image end. a secondl lens unit pro- Merit has an iabsouate optical po%%er creater than in,:
vildmg a mau.oni. of the positive power of said lens. said
second lens unit being spaced from said meniscus ele- power of said len 4
ment at least 0. 1 of the equivalent focal length of the 2. second lens unit nclaim 1ic were surfac.l e,lens, and a third lens unit havming a strongly concave
image side surface which provides correction for field 47 The lens of claim 41 %s here said coior corr,.:tu::.curvature and Petzval sum of other units of said lens. doublet is of wea. negaiie opticjl piOAcrcaud second lens unit consisting from the imate end of a 48 The lens of claim 41 where the aticlute ora,.,
biconcave element, a biconvex element and a positive 30 power of said biconca3% clement is creater inin thL.
element. said biconcave element and said biconvex ele- optical power of said biconvex elementmeat forming a color correcting doublet and being of 49. The lens of claim 41 where said lens has a variableoverall meniscus shape concave to the image end. and a magnification, said first and said second lens units mIf ecorrector lens unit of weak optical power positioned axially in fixed relation to focus said lens and sai crot-
between said second and third lens, the configuration .1 rector lens element moses axially in the same atrectioi
and the positioning of said corrector lens element from but at a differential rate.
sied second lens unit being such that the axmal margiuat 0. The lens of claim 41 where said first and uecond
rays from said second lens unit as traced from the long lens units move axially in the same direction at differen-conjugate intersect a surface of said corrector lens unit tial rates to van. the focus of said lens
at a height H from the optical axis ofsaid lens that is less 40 S1. A projection lens system for use in combinatioi
than the clear aperture of said surface of stud corrector with a cathode ray tube comprising:lens unit. said Corrector lens surface being configured to 4a) a first lens at the image end of said lens systemcontribute to correctin of aperture dependent aberra. wherein the surface of said first lens cn the image
tMo within said height H. said surface of said corrector side is convex to the image on the axis of said firstlm beyond said height H being configured to contnb- 45 lens and is concave to the image at and near the
ate to correction of aberrations due to off-axs rays. clear aperture of said first lens and the other sur-39. The Jens Of Claim 38 wheret said postive element face of soud first Jens is concave to the image.
of Mid second lens unit is biconvex. (b) a second lens adapted to be closely coupled to a

40. The lens of claim 38 where said corrector lens unit cathode ray tube. said second lens having a con.Scaomasts of a single element. 50 cave image side surface.41. A projection lens for use in combination with a (C) a color correcung doublet located between said
cathode ray tube where the projection lens is closely first and second lenses, said color correcting dou-
Coupled to the cathode ray tube, said len comprising Wet bemq comprised of a biconcave lens and a

the miage end a fist lens unit of weak positive biconvex len:
opd1t power haviAg at last one aspherc surface and 55 (d) a biconvex lens located between said color cor.. conmtbutilg to corection of aperture dependent aber. recting doublet and said second lens: and* " i a1 second lens unit providing a majority of the (e) a corrector lens located between said biconvex
positive power of said lens. and a third lens unit having lens and said second lens. said corrector lens being
a stronily concave image side surface which provides shaped and positioned to contribute to correction
correction for field curvature and Petzval sum of other 6o of spherical aberrations in the central portion
unts of said lens. said second lens unit comprsing from thereof and to contmbute to the correction of aber.the image end a biconcave element, a biconvex element rations due to off axis rays beyond said centraland a Positive element, said biconcave element and %aid portion.
biconvex element forming a color correcting doublet 52. The lens of claim Si where both elements of said
and being of overall meniscus shape concave to the 65 color correcting doublet and said biconvex lens are
imag end. and a correcor lens unit of weak optical glass having spheric surfaces.

- poswisoned between said second and third lens, 53. The lens of claim Si where said color correcting
"6 t 0configuration Jand the postimoin of said corrector doublet is of weak negative optical power.I
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54. Tb lens of claim 51 where said doublet u spaced clar aperture of sud first lens and the other sut-

from said fin lens urn: a least 0. 1 of the equivalent face of said first lens is concave to the image.

focal halth of sod lens ib) a second lens adapted to be closeil coupled to the
55. The lens of claim 51 where said first lens has tA'O cathode ray tube. usal second lens having a con-

uphenc surfaces. 5 cave image side aspheric suriacc.
56. The ins of claim 51 where said color correcting (c) a color correcting doublet located between said

doublet s axially spaced irom said biconvex element no rirsi and second lenses, the color correcting dou-
more than 0.01 of the equivalent focal length of said biet bng conlnses o r conc tlng dou

lens.let 
bein compsed of a biconcave lens and j

57. The lens of claim 51 where said doublet is con- 0 biconvex lens.
cave to the Mals. (d a biconvex lens located between said color cor-

Se. A projection lens system for use in combination recting doublet and said biconvex lens: and

with a cathode ray tube comprising (e a MeSISCus lens convex to the tmage located be-

(a) a first lens at the imale end of said lens system tween saud doublet and said biconvex lens.

wherein the surface of said farst lens on the image 15 59. The lens system of claim 58 wherein both surfaces

side is convex to the image on the axs of said first of said second lens are asphenc.

lens and is concave to the image at and near the * * "
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HUGHES DISPLAY PRODUCTS

?RCSICILE LEAD PAGE nbsos" of Hoes Araft Campmn,

TO: Thomas St. John FROM: Chuck Martino

COMPANY: Trident International DIRECT DIAL: (606) 243-5519
FAX: (606) 243-5555

FAX NO.: 407-282-3343 DATE: February 13, 1992

NUMBER OF PAGES (INCLUDING COVER PAGE)

SUBJECT: Estimation of Costs for the Development of YAG CRTs

In Reply Refer to 92AM085:

Following our telephone conversation, we are attaching the first breakdown
of tasks and estimated costs to develop YAG faceplate CRT's with delivery
of 5 samples as described in the paragraph "Goal".

These costs are a first estimate which may be subject to revision up or
down according to our findings. We have thought it much safer to attack
the basic CRT envelope problems prior to making sample tubes.

Sincerely yours,

Andr6 Martin
Manager, Color Programs

1501 Newtown Rd., Lexington, KY 40511
(WS) 2d3-.500 . FAX (WS6) 243.55-5



TRIDZNT DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM
(ROK PRICING)

I Manufacture five (5) sample tubes with YAG or BEL
faceplates supplied by Trident International.

I 3 - 3" CRT's with YAG green faceplate
1 - 1.5" cRT with YAG red faceplate
1 - 3/4" CRT with BEL faceplate

Development Pograum Projected:

Because of the nature of the faceplates, whose expansion
coefficients are 75.10"7 for YAG and 80.10" for BEL, the color
television 94X'0" expansion standard frit sealing materials and
glass cannot be used. As these tubes have to be operated at 35 KV
4mA beam current, 140 watts have to be dissipated in the faceplate.
The faceplate to bulb frit seal, if not properly cooled, may
develop a conductive path through the seal. Breakdown will occur
with the corresponding loss of vacuum in the tube. Another
difficulty lies in the anode to faceplate contact, because of the
nature of the materials required to make a glass to metal seal, and
of the 4mA current. Last thing is the graded glass seals needed to
accommodate a glass neck whose expansion coefficient is in the90.10.7 range.

I All these problems need to find a solution before even a CRT is
built. We hence propose the following program.

I I. Study of a frit material compatible with the materials of
funnel and faceplate.

3 Manufacture of full size samples for high temperature high
voltage testing.

This study has to be made in close touch with Trident for the
cooling system to be used.

2. Anode contact development

This will require experimentation of various metal glass seals
and of faceplate to anode contact, with temperature testing.

3. When 1 and 2 are complete, start the manufacture of ten (10)
bulbs with the final configuration decided.

I 4. Using part of these -10 bulbs, build first 3 3" YAG faceplate.
CRT's seal.I

I
I



TRZDMIT DEVYLOpimNT P]tOGRm
(RON PRZCIoG)

Page 2 ot 2

5. make guns and seal, exhaust and test 3 each, 3" YAG CRT's.

6. Make the same steps than 4 and 5 for the 1.5" YAG red tube.

7. Hake the same steps than 4 and 5 for the 3/4" BEL CRT.

Budgetar- costs, Estimated:

1 $ 23,000 8 Weeks
2 13,000 + 3
3 12,000 (10 X 1200) + 3
4 8,100 (3 X 2700) + 2
5 11,000 + 3
6 5,000 + 3
7 4,000 + 3

$ 76,100 25 Weeks

IWP, Q-4m



Optical Research Associates
550 NORTH ROSEMEAD BOULEVARD

PASADENA. CALIFORNIA 91107
TELEPHONE (818) 795-9101

FAX (818) 7959102

February 3, 1992

I
Mr. Tom St. John
"TrRDENT INTERNATIONAL, INC
Central Florida Research Park
3280 Progress Drive
Orlando, FL 32826

Subject: Final Report for the Study of the Performance of a YAG Faceplate.

I Reference: Trident International, Inc. Purchase Order 9159, Fax Copy Received 11/15/91.

Dear Tom:

Enclosed is the final report on the YAG Faceplate Study. I am still investigating the source
coupling efficiency as a function of faceplate index, and will forward any new information
that I can find. At this point in time, a majority of our engineers take the position that thephosphor index of refraction is the determining factor, and that if the same phosphor is
used for both faceplates, the same brightness will be observed.

If I can confirm the source issue either way, I will contact you. I have enjoyed the oppor-
tunity to help in your CRT faceplate development project. If the opportunity comes to
develop a new CRT projection lens design, we would be pleased to help. If you have any
questions or suggestion, please feel free to contact me.

This completes Optical Research Associates' efforts on the Referenced purchase order.

I- Sincerely,

OMPTCAL RESEARCH ASSOCIATES

I
I Eric H. Ford, Director

of Optical Engineering Services

I EHF:cmn:R04:fed ex

ec B. Reinbolt/SBAO
K. Thompson/ORA

eac: Final Report

I
I


